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SCHOOL OF LA\ø CALENDAR

SUMMER SESSION, 19'9
fu.ne

l-FridaY:

Counseling'

lune 6-Satwdø1: Registration.
Ju.ne

ï-Mond'øy: First day of instruction'

¿nd
løne l0-:VeiJnesd.øg: Last day for late registration' payments of accounts

last daY for adding courses'

June

l2-Frìdøy: Last day for dropping

I uly

4-Sahrdq ; HoIid:Y.
of the

courses

without penalty'

August

2\-Ftìdøyz Ofrcial

Ofices

of the University v¡ill be closed on July 4'

close

session'

FALL SEMESTER' 19'9.60

7-Mondøy: Last day for frling application for admission to fall

Seþtember

semester'

Seþtember 14, l|-Monday, Tuesdayt Issuing
for ne¡r' and continuation students.

5, 16:T

of registration permits and

packets

øy,'V ednesdøy z Registrâtion'

Seþteøber

1

Seþtember

l7-Thursdøy: First day of Instruction'

Seþtember

22-T*sdøyz All-University Convocation, 9 ¿'m" McFarlin Audi-

uestl

toflum.

Z4-Tbtnst!øy: Last day for late registration, for adding courses

Seþtember

for payment of

October
O

c t

ob

l-Thursdøy: Last day for dropping

er 3 l-Søtut

N oaember

d

ay

26-27-T

t

and

accounts.
courses

without penalty'

Flomecoming'

høtsd ø!'-F rida! z

Thanksgiving

recess'

Notember 3\--lvIondal: Classes resume, 8:00 a'm'
Dc

cenber 2l

-

J

ømary 2-Mottd

ay

-Søtur tl øy, inchts iae

:

Christmas

recess'

a'm'
Janudry 4-Moødøy" Classes resume, 8:00

the senester'
lømtøry 26-Tuesdal: Ofrcial close of
Offices of the University will be closed November 26i

2Í, 26i JawatY

1'

^t

îoor

December 23' 24'

The School of Law Calend¿r
SPRING SEMESTER, 79'9-60

fønløry 27-29-Vednesdøy-Fridalt Issuing of registration permirs and
for all nev¡ and continuation students.
f ønuary

28 -3

Februøry

0

-T

b

packets

u s d ay -Satar d ay ; Registration.

l-Moniløyt First day of instruction,

Febraøy $-Monìløyz Last day {or late registrâtion, for adding courses ¿nd for
paymert of accounts.
Febrøøry 76-Tuesiløy; Last day

for dropping

Møcb l6-Vednesdøy: All-University

courses

Convocation,

without penalty.

11 a.m., McFarlin

,A,udi-

to¡ium.

Aþritr l2-Tuesdal: Academic Honors Day Convocation (scholastic),
McFarlin ,{uditorium.

Aþril

I4

9

a.m.,

-l 8-T hørs d øy-Monil øg, inclusive¡ Easrer recess,

Aþrí1.

l9-Tuesdal;

Aþr il

2 t -3

\-Mond

Classes resume,
øy -S

AþúI z\-Tlrutsdal:

ø

8

a.m.

lar d ø1 t Lawyers' lìØeek, ( Tentative)

Stttdent Activities Recognition Convocation, 10:30 a.m.,

McFarlin Audito¡ium,

M4t Zf-Vedøesdøyt OÂciú

close

of the

semester.

Møy 29-Sundary: Baccalaureate Services, 9:30 a.m., McFarlin .A,uditorium.

Møy 3Ù-Moød,øy: Graduation exercises, Coliseum.
O6ce¡ of the University will be closed April

lf.

ADMINISTRATION AND FACULTY
ADMINISTRATION
Scrroor-

or

Lnw

\7'illis M. Tate, 4.M., LL.D., L.H.D., Presìdent of the Uniuersi'ty
Hemphill M. Hosford, Ph'D., Prouost of the Uniaersity
Trent C. Root, M.B.A., LL.D., Vice-President, Tteøsøret øød' Controller of the Uniuersity
Sterling F. \Øheeler, 8.D., D.D., Yice-Presideøt in Cbørge of Deaeloþment ønd Public Relations
Robert Gerald Storey, A..8., LL'D., Deøn of tbe Scbool of Løat
Charles Shirley Potts, M.4., LL'B., S.J.D., Deøø Etneritus
John \Øilks Riehm, Jr., 8.S., J.D,, Assìstønt Deaø
Jo Ann Smith, SecretørY to tbe Deøn
Clara Smith, Secretøry to tbe Assìstønt Deøn
Norma Decker, Recorder
Beverely Redfearn, Secretøry

Mary Nelle Jefiers
Margaret Seifert

Villie

Thompson

I

of

Ad'missìons

Secretøries

to the FøcultY

J

Gertrude \Øoodroof , PBX Receþtioøist

SoutrrwssTnnN Lr,cnr- FouNoetroN
Robert Gerald Storey, A.B', LL.D., Presiilent'
Gerald C. Mann, 8.4., LL.B', Execu'tiue Yice Presi'd'ent.
R. R. Gilbert, Yice Presid'ent.
Fred F. Flsrence, LL.D. (\Øestminister College), LL'D. (Oklahorna
City University).
Robert A. \Øilson, LL'B', Director of Reseatcb
Andrew Rockover-Cecil, B'L.L', M.L'L,, J'D,, Educøti'onøl Directot
Martha Joe Stroud, 8.4., LL.B., Executiue Secretary
Armine C. Ernst, 8.4., LL'B., Ad'ministrati'ue Editor, Oil ønd Gøs
Reþorter

\Øilliam E. Broome, B.S', M.S., Di'rector, Public Reløtions
Dolores Eades, 8.S., Secretøry to Director
ti.onøl' Dìrector

of

Reseørcb ønd Edacø-

Faculty

7

FACULTY"

AleN R. Bnolronnc, 4.8.,

LL.B.,

Associate Professor

of Law,

Faculty Advisor, Southwestern Law Journal

A,8., 1949, H¿rvard University¡ LL.B,, 19i2, Yale University; private
practice in Dailas since 19i2¡ military service l9 52-1954; Southern
Methodist University since 195i.

JeN Peur. CHanuerz,8.4., 8.S., M.S., LL.B., LL.M., J.U.D.
Professor

of Law

8,S.,8.r{.., 1928, M.S,, 193t, J.U,D., 1933, University of Prague; PrivatDozent, University of Prague, L938-39i Legal Adviser, U.S, Military
Government, Germany, 7945; Trial .{.ttorney and Associate Prosecutor,
U.S. Oftce of Chief of Counsel for \üar Crimes, Nurembetg, t94l-48;
¡{.ssociate P¡ofessor of Politic¿i Science, Havana Business University, 194849; Professor of Law, University of Puerto Rico, 1949-f2; Steriing Fellow,
L9tl-tz, Yale University; LL.M., 1952, Yale University; Visiting Lecturer
of Law, Yale University, l9f2-53i Visiting Professor of Law, University
of Mississippi, summers of.79t3, 19f4; ,{ssociate Professor of Law, Louisiana State University, 7953-Íl; LL.B., 19tt, University of Mississippi;
Professor of Lav¡, University of Mississippi, 7915-J81' Visiting Professor of
Law, Tulane University, 7957-58t Professor of Law, International Faculty
of Comparative Law, Luxembourg, summer 19f 8i Southern Methodist University since 1918.

J@4,

J.S.D.,

LL.M.

Professor

of L¿w

J,S.D., 1948, Facultad de Derecho, Universidad Nacional de La Pleta;
LL.M. in Comparative Law, Southern Methodist University, 1953; privârc
practice in Buenos Aires, A.rgentina, L943-L952; member of Facultad dc
Derecho, Universidad Nacion¿l de L¡ Plata 1946-1948i Graduate Fellow,
Law Institute of the Americas, Southern Methodist University 1952-195!¡
Southe¡n Methodist University since 1953.

Flenvnv L. Devrs, 4.8.,

LL.B.

of Law and Director
of Moot Court Activities

Professor

A,8,, 19t7, University of Akron; LL,B., 1940, Southern Methodist University; Special Agent and Supervisory Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation, 1940-1946; privatc practice in Dallas, L946-1947; Sourhern Methodist
University since 1946,

Cr.roe Ervrnnv, 4.8.,

LL.B.

Professor of Law and
Associate Director, Academy

of American Law
.4.,8,, 1921, University

of \Øisconsin;

at Oxford University,
192l-1923i LL.B,, 1930, Harvard University¡ general practice in Dallas,
1930-1936i Associate Professo¡ of Law, Baylor University, 1936-193ti
umpire in labor disputes berween No¡th American Aviation and U.A.\ùØ.CJ.O,, L944-1945¡ Southern Methodist University since 1938,
Rhodes Scholar

Cnanlns O'Ì.[rEl Ge¡-JrN, B.S.C., M.B.A.,

J.D. Professor of Law
and Director, General Graduate Studies

B.S.C,, 1940, Sourhern Methodist University; M.B.A,, 1941, J.D., 1947,

*The faculty is listed alphabetically,

The School of Law

I

7942-L946i privat¡ -practice in
'
Northweste¡n University; U'S' Navyuniversitv since
1ei2'
Methodisi
så"ìúi"
;;¡t;;"t+7-ìr¡z;

T¡w), LL.M.

(Comparative

(Civil
*Hpn}{nNoo
"Assisiant Professor of Law and Assistant
Ir¡!¡\rr¡^^'"- Gounz,
- ráw)S'J'D.
Director, Law Institute of the Americas

(BoSota' Colom-

in Philosophy and Letters' 19f0' San Bartolome
and' Economics' U' Javeriana' 19i6
bia); Doctor i" ¡ttïait"i S;i;";t rrlz'.S'U'U'
Professor of Constitu(id.); LL,M. ;" C"-iäitlt-i3*'
Professor of Roman Lav,

Bachelor

Lrbo"ï"*, U. J"t..itt., 19_tJ.
Ü]'Ï""*i."","rd19f6' Municipal Judge' lgtt-t6'
Professor of Law
Anrrrun LpoN FI¡norNG, A:P', J'D', S'J'D'
of Michigan ;
j):Ç.ç-jt
27'
universitv
e
ry--ä;î;;m;i''A''kansas ; J'D"
Professor of Lav'
iional Law

1

g.'o"'å'uäo"';;;;tit;t; and Ássociate Reserrch Fellow,
uniu.^ity; .Br¿ndeis
1927_1913, southeri ï;;ilí,'
r'*' universitv oj'Idaho'
Harvard t",,o s'hooi ö;i-;;i;t Þ;;i;;;; lf.
as Executive' Montan¡
1933-1940i military service' 1940-1946' servinø
orit'r' U' S' Armv' and'ar
and Idaho Militarv ori,t"tTlTm""'árêni"i

s,J.D., 1el2'

chief of op"r"tion.,-A'.'å-y' c]**á- ror".r ;

So

uthern Method ist university

since 1946.

LnNNrnt VnnNoN LrnsoN, B'S', J'D-,

i'å3;.."1:?tïilt:í*fl

and Placement
1942'-University
S'J'D"
8.S., 1933, J,D,, 19t6, Universitv of-\fashington;
of
Law' Bavlor University'
Profssãr
î""ti"ii
¡*i'ttü,
of Michigan¡
'i;;;;';;'-Èìlh'h
'"¿ n'e-ional \Øar Labor Board' Dallas'
te38-te44i P"bli'
7e 44-re 45 i
t9 42-7944 i

Research

a,,o"""'iìït-Ñ'ãoî"t v"ituor

D.o"lop-åt Diu¡ion, Nt-

Board'
9y:::l'
Mexico School of Mines' 1945-1946i

Southern Methodist University since 1946'

\ØÍ,r'rEn

Dlrr-nu MastrnsoN, Jn', LL'B'

Professor of Lâw'
and Director of Practice Court

of Texas; general p-ractice in San Antonio' 19311934-19!6;
l9!4i Le¡¡l O"p.ttãåti- Hott'õ*nttt Loan Association'
general practice ln

LI.B',

1931, University

Co" 1916-1944i
since 1947'
Dallas, 1944-1947¡ Southern Methodist University

Legal Dcpartm"",'ð-ft"ü---pttt"leum

M'A',
Josrnrr \Øp¡n McKNIGHT, B.A.'
8.A.,

1947,

B'C'L'

Associate Professor

of Law
M',{"

University of Texas; B'A' in

.Jurisprudence' -1949;.
(Magdilen College)i United States
Universitv' 1947-19t0¡
Oxford
at
Scholar

let4; B'C.L. l9t0;-ô;fo;¡ Univeisitv

Navy, 1944-19+ai
-Ñ;;
-pr"",i". ihod"t
York Citv t95t-1955; Southern
ít
p"i"åi"

Methodist

UniversitY since 1955.

EnNssr E. PHrr-r-rns, 8.4., LL'B',
8.,{.,

19t1, Spring

Hill

College;

LL'M'

Assistant Professor

LL'B" t9'4' LL'M" 19t8'

Georgetown

Germany'
Universityi Piter'Canisius Award, J' \ü' Goethe University' GeorgeFellow'
19f 4-J5; U'S. Army, 19t6''7i Teaihitg- and Research
since 1918'
town lJniversitv, iííz-¡U Southern Methodist University

-lõì."u"

lete-60.

Faculty

9

Rov Rossnr Rev, 4.8., LL.B., S.J.D.
Supervisor

Professor of Law,
of Instruction and Director,
.{cademy of American Law

A,8,,

7924, Centre College; LL.B., 1928, University of Kentucky; S.J.D.,
1930, University of Michigan; Research Fellow, U¡iversity of Michigan,
1928-1929 and Summer, 1930; Visiting Professor, Vanderbilt University,
1937-1939t University of Colorado, Summer, 1931; University of Michigan,
Summer, 1939i on le¿ve of absence, 1942-1946, serving successively ar
Regional Rationing Attorney, Regional Rent Attorney, O.P.A., and Chief
Hearing Commissioner, Office of Administrative Hearings; Southern Methodist University since 1929.

J.D.

W.,8.S.,
''

Assistant Dean,
Professor of Law and
Chairman of Admissions

B,S, 1941, Bradley University; J.D,, 1947, University of Michigan¡ United
States Army Air Forces, 1942-1945; general practice in New York City,
1947-1948 and Summer, 7949, 1951,1953; Southe¡n Methodist University
since 1948.

LL.M.

Assistant Professor of Law,
Assistant Director, Law
Institute of the Arnericas
LL.B, 19t6, Dalhousie Unive¡sity; LL.M., 19t7, Southern Methodist

fAlert M. Sr¡rcr-¡rn,

LL.B.,

University; private practice, Halifax, Nova Scotia, 19f6¡ Southern Methodist University si¡ce 7957.

Ronsnr Grn^er.p Stonrv, 4.8.,

LL.D.

Dean and Professor of Law

General practice, 1914-192L and 1924 to date; Assistant Attorney General
of Texas in charge of Criminal Appeals, l92l-f923i Regent, University of
Texas, 1924-1930; President, B¿r "Association of Dallas, 1934; Chairman
Section of Legal Education, .American Bar Association, 1937-19!97 serr,ed
in rfØo¡ld \Øars I and II; Executive Counsel to Justice Robert H. Jackson,

Trial of Major Axis IØar Criminals, Nuremberg, 1945-1946; Director,
State Bar of Texas, 1947-1948, 7949-1950, President, 1948-1949i President, Southwestern Legal Foundation since 1947¡ Member, House of Delegates and Member, Board of Governors, Americ¿n Bar Association, 1949President, 79Í2-19î3; President, Inter-American D¿r Association, l9t419J6; Southern Methodist University since 1947.

A. J. THorvras, Jn.,8.S., LL.B., LL.M., S.J.D. Professor of Law and
Director, Law Institute of the ,A.mericas
8.S., 1939, Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas; LL.B., 1943,
University of Texas; LL.M., 1947, S,J.D., 1950, University of Michigan¡
Vice Consul, United States Foreign Service, 7943-1946i Souther¡r Methodi¡r

Universiry since 1947.

Crr¡nr,es \Ø. tVBrsrpn, Ph.B.,

LL.B.

Professor

of Law

Ph.B,, L942., Marquerte University; LL.B., 1948, University of \fisconsin¡
Assistant and Associate P¡ofessor of Law, University of Bufialo, 19481953; Attorney, Legal Department, General Electric Co., 195!-19541
Southern Methodist University since 1954.

-lõìi.u.

tete-60.

The School of Law

IO

Moss \ØrMsIsH, 4.8.,

LL.B.

of Law and Faculty
Advisor of Legal Aid

Professor

A.8., 1924, East Centrâl State College of Oklahoma; LL'B., 1942' University of Okiahoma; engaged in high school teaching, 1924-1938, Oklahom¡

anã Colorado; p.iu"tJp-tt"ri". and County Judge, L942-1946, Ada, Oklahoma; Southern Methodist University since 1946.

Pro{essor of Law
J.S.D.
A'.8., 7942, Columbi¿ University¡ LL.B. 1948, Columbi¿ University;
J.S.D., 19t2, Yale Law School. Lieutenânt, U'S. Nñy, 1942'46. Private

Flnnoro G. VnrN, 4.8., LL.B.,

practice, 7948-4g. Associate Professor

of L¿v¡, 1949'53,

Ptofessor

of

L¿w,

University of Mississippi, 19J3'J4; Professo¡ of Law, University of Oklahom, l9t4-57. At Southern Methodist University s\nce 1957,

LIBRARY STAFF

FInen¡ryrfqnqsvqï ß.A'.
8.4., 1930, Èast

Law Libr¿rian

Texas State Teachers College; taught

in public

schools,

Cooper, Texas, 1931-1942t attended Univetsity of Texas, 1943-1944,
Columbia University School of Library Science, Summer, l94Z; Assist¿nt
Law Librarian, University of Texas, L944-1947t Southern Methodist University since 1947.

Er,tzRsnrr.r C. Twrrcr¡er,r,, 8..4',, 8.S.,

M.A.

Assistant Law
Librarian

8.4., University of Kentucky, 1931¡ B'S' in Library Science, Columbia
University, 1932; M.A,,, University of Illinois Library School, l94L;
Baldwin Public Library, Long Island,

N' Y.,

1933-1919; University of

Illinois Library, L940-1941i Business and Technology Dept,, Trenton,
N. J, Public Library, 1942-1944t Refe¡ence Librarian, Southe¡n Methodist
University, 1948-19tzi Law Library, since 19J3.

Jor

S. Ber<rn, 8.S.,

M.A.

Cataloger and Insurance
Lav¡ Librarian

8.S., State Teachers College, Pittsburg, Kansas, 1922i Teacher in Public
Schools Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Missouri, 1922-1940; M,A. in
Library Science, University of Denver, 19i1; State Teachers College Library, Peru, Nebraska, 1946-1949t Hutchinson Public Library, 19r1-l9t2i
Oklahoma City Public Library, l9t2-19tti Tex¿s A. & M, College, l9f 1-

l9i4;

Southern Methodist University sincc 19J4.

Joan Flynt
Kay Leininger

Ì

Clerical Assistønts
LECTURERS

FInNny D¡vro ArrN, 4.8., LL.B.
A,8., 1922,
practice

in

Southwestern University;

LL'B., 192t, University of

Texas;

Dallas since 192fi Southern Methodist University since 194f.

Vrr-r-reu V. CouNts, A.,8,, LL.B,
4.8., 7942, Brylot University; LL.B', 1948, Harv¿rd

Univcrsity.

Faculty
Captain, U.S. Air Force, 7942-4li Jl-J2, Practice
Southern Methodist University since 1917.
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in

Dallas since 1948.

\TrrIrNBy R. Flannrs, 4.8., LL.B.
8.4,, 19J3, University of \Tashington; LL,B., 1936, University of Califo¡nia School of Jurisprudence; general practice in Los Angcles, 1936-1942i
United States Navy, 1942-1946; OÉce of Military Government, Berlin,
Germany, 1946-1948i faculty, Southern Methodist University L948-1954i
Southwestem Bell Telephone Company, Dallas, since 19i5.

Leo Jevn FlorrvreN, B.A.,LL.B., LL.M.
8.,A.,, LL.B., University of Texas, 1941; LL.M., Southern Methodist Uni.'
versity, 19i3, Lieutenant, U.S. Army, 1941-46. Sun Oil Company, Legal
Department, March, 1946, to present date, Southern Methodist University

beginning

in

September, 19f7.

Vrsrnn T. HucHrs, Jn., 8.4., LL.B.
ß.A,, 1949, Rice Institutei LL.B., L9t2, Harvard University. Law clerk,
U.S, Supreme Coutt, 1952i U.S. ,A.rmy Judge ,A,dvocate, 7952-55i Practice in Dallas since 19if. Southern Methodist University since 19i8.

Peu¡- McCnRRoLL, LL.B.
LL,B., 1927, University of Texas; private practice in Dallas, 1927-1942;
Legal Department, United States .Army, 1942-1946i Associare Counsel,

Southwestern Life Insurance Company, 1946-; Southern Methodist University since 19f1.

\Ørr.¡,r¡.rr" S. RrcnnnosoN,

8.4., LL.B., LL.M.

8,.A,., Ouachita College, r943; LL.B., University of Arkansas, 19f0¡
LL.M., Southern Methodist University, 19tt. M^jot, U.S. Army. Magnolia Petroleum Company, Legal Department. Southern Methodist University beginning in September, 19!2.

Rosnnr A. VrlsoN, LL.B.
LL.ß., 193t, Southern Methodist University. U.S. .Army, Âssistant T¡i¿l
Judge Advocate, 1942-4ri Practice in Dallas, 193t-42, 1946-f8. Southwestern Legal Foundation, Director of Research, since 19J8. Southern
Methodist University since 19J8.

STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY
ADMISSIONS: Riehm (Chairman), Bromberg, Galvin and \l¡ebster

CURRICULUM: Thomas (Chairman), Galvin, Masterson, Ray,
Riehm and \øren
SCHOLARSHIPS
Vebster

AND LOANS: Ray (Chairman), Davis

and

rF-_'--.
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LIBRARY¡ Harding (Chairman), Bromberg, Masterson, McKnight
and Turbeville

INSTITUTES, CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION, AND
COURES FOR LAYMEN: Masterson (Chairman), Larson
LEGAL AID: McKnight (Faculty Director), \Øimbish (Faculty
Advisor)

FACULTY RESEARCH AND PUBLICATIONS: Thomas (Chairman), Harding and Ray
MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY SENATE: Bromberg, Ray,
Thomas, Harding

MEMBERS OF COMMITTEES OF THE UNIVERSITY SENATE¡

Atbleticst Larson
Dìsciþlhce: Davis
Føculty Tenøre; Ray (Chairman)
Librari.es;Á.. J. Thomas, Jr.
Scbedulc ønd Utilizatioø of Sþacet Riehm
Scbolørships and. Loans: Harding (Vice-Chairman)
Sþeciøl Lectu.res ønd. Euents; -Vebster
Stu.dent Actioities ønìl Orgønizøtiotts; Galvin

LA\ø SCHOOL COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Chief Justice John Edward Flickman, LL.B., Austin, Cbøi.rmaø
Frank M. Bailey, 4.8., M.4., LL.B., Chickasha, Oklahoma
Judge Sam G. Bratton, LL.D., Albuquerque, New Mexico

\Øilliam B. Hamilton, 4.8., M.4., Vichita Falls
Gerald C. Mann, 8.4., LL.B., Dallas
Charles B. Paine, 4.8., LL.B., Grand Island, Nebraska
Bishop A. Frank Smith, B.Â., D.D., LL.D., ex-ofrcio, Flouston
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or southern

Methodist University was established in February, L92t.In 1938
the Dallas School of Law, which was also established in L925 by
the Young Men's Christian Association, was merged q¡ith the School
of Lav¡ of Southern Methodist University. Since that time the
School of Law has operated a Day Division and an Evening Division. The School is a member of the Association of American Law
Schools and is on the list of schools approved by the American Bar
,A.ssociation.

THE SOUTH\TESTERN LEGAL FOUNDATION
The Southv¡estern Legal Foundation was organized n 1947 a.s a
Texas non-profit corporation for the purpose of supporting legal
education, projects in legal research, the improvement of the administration of justice and continuing legal education of practicing
attorneys.

It

was through the generous efforts

of the founders

and members of the Southwestern Legal Foundation that the Legal
Center was built. The Foundation offices are located in the Legal
Center and it is here that most of its activities are carried out.

The Southwestern Legal Foundation has been the moving force
behind the establishment of the Graduate School of Americ¿n and
Foreign Law, described elsewhere in this bulletin. The Foundation
has lent its financial supporr to the School of Law through supplements to faculty salaries and through research grants to particular f.aculty members. In addition, it has afforded to students in
the School of Law an opportunity to participate in the numerous
instituæ programs sponsored annually. These institutes give law
students an opportunity to visit with and hear lectures by prominent attorneys speaking at institutes on oil and gas law, taxation,
personal injury litigation, labor law and jurisprudence.

in carrying out its mission, is constantly enin exploring new fields of endeavor. As an example of its

The Foundation,
gaged

most recent effort, it has established through a special commimee
Iiaison with the Southv¡estern Medical Foundation in an effort to

explore more fully the relationship between legal and medical problems. The product of this exploration will be reflected in further
institutes and, it is thought, in the possible establishment of certain

joint programs of study for law students and medical students in
the field of medical jurisprudence.
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THE LEGAL CENTER
The School of Lav¡ is located in the Legal Center on the northwest corner of the University campus, *;thirr the city limits of
University Park, approximately six miles from the business center
of Dallas. The Schããl of Law buildings (pictured elsewhere in this
bulletin) include Storey Hall, Florence Hall and the Lawyers Inn.
Funds iontributed to ihe Southwestern Legal Foundation by lawyers financed the construction of Lawyers Inn, and funds ptovided
ty businessmen made possible Storey Hall. A generous gift from

lvir. Karl Hoblitzelle oi D"llrt enabled the University to remodel
¿nd refurnish completely the third building, now named Florence
Hall in honor of lrtr, Eté¿ F. Florence, Dallas financier. The family
of the late Maco Stewart, Sr., gave funds v¡hich made possible the
beautiful courtroom named in his honor. The Lawyers Inn is a
modern Inns of Court. It provides living quarters and dining facilities for seventy-five students' and contains a lounge and a recreâtion room as well as a f.ac:ulty dining room and several guest
rooms for visiting attorneys. Florence Hall contains the Law
School classrooms, a courtroom, offices of the Legal Aid Clinic,
offices of the Institute of Law Enforcement, study rooms and
roorns for student activities. The main building, Storey Hall,
houses the several libraries, the administrative and faculty offices
of the Law School, offices of the Southwestern Legal Foundation,
the Southwestern Law Journal, several seminar rooms, a large
auditorium, a student lounge and a public lounge. The buildings
are of modified Georgian architecture, conforming to the style of
all permanent buildings on the campus. These facilities provide the
Law School with a physical plant unsurpassed in the South or
Southwest. The classrooms and courtroom are commodious and
well appointed. The three large reading rooms in the main building
provide a place for study and research under ideal conditions.
THE LA\ø LIBRARY
The Law Library, housed in Storey Flall, contains approximately
68,000 volumes, carefully selected to avoid unnecessary duplications and to insure the greatest possible usefulness. Accessions are
made at the rate of approximately f ,000 volumes a ye^t, with special attention being given to materials in the 6.elds of Oil and Gas,
Ta¡ation, Insurance, International Law, Comparative Law, and
Jurisprudence. Emphasis is also placed on Latin American legal
publications. Codes, periodicals and outstanding treâtises have been
acquired from most of the Latin Americân countries. There are
also collections of legal literature of France, Germany, Italy and
Spain. The Library contains all reported cases of the Federal

It
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Courts and all reported c¿ses of the State Courrs as well as all
English cases from the time of Henry VIII. There are also collections of the reported

cases from the principal counrries of the British Commonwealth, including lreland, Scotland, Australia, New
Zealand, South Africa and Canada,.
The Library has complete 6.les of one hundred and sixty-three
leading legal periodicals. It currently subscribes to four hundred
periodicals of which ninety-eight are from foreign counrries. The
statutory collection includes the current statute law of the United
States and of all of the states. The rules, regulations and decisions
of the administrative agencies of the federal governmenr are kept
current. The Library has excellent collections of treatises, encyclopedias, digests, citators and loose-leaf services which make it a
valuable working laboratory for the students. Several copies of all
leading textbooks are available. There are many texts on the subjects of government, economics, international relations and busi-

in the collection.
Fondren Libraty, a handsomely appointed and air-conditioned

ness

houses the general library. It is arranged for maximum
convenience and research. Its reading rooms are available to l¿w
students at all times.

building,

LAIüøYERS

INN

The Lawyers Inn provides residence âccommodations for seventyfive unmarried law students in single and double suites. Rates per
semester are $121 per man in a double room; $1I0 per man in a
single room. Preference in the choice of rooms is given to graduates, third-year, second-year and first-year students, in that order.
Applications for residence must be made on the form provided by
the Lawyers Inn and must be accompanied by a deposit of gtO.
Approval of application is not given until thç applicant is accepted
for admission rc the Law School. A bulletin describing the Lawyers

Inn may be

obtained

by writing The Director, Lawyers

Inn,

Southern Methodist University. Students living in Lawyers Inn are
required to take their meals there. Cost of meals is g220 per
semester.'t

OTHER LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS
Rooms

for

v¡omen are available

gl2t, $13t, and g1f0 per
accommodations

Director

of

for

in the several dormitories

Housing, Boaz Hall, Southern Methodist University,

who maintains a list of acceptable accommodations.

-üilì"..,

at

semesrer. Inquiries concerning living
married students should be addressed ro the

are subject

to

change

at the beginning of any

semesrer.
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PRE-LEGAL STUDIES
The School of Law does not prescribe a fixed course of Pr9-

legal study, but does examine the records of each applicant Íot ad'
mission to determine whether the undergraduate courses taken
reflect adequate preparation for the study oÍ law' So far as the student is freã to Jl."i conrr.r, he should'seek a well-rounded program, incorporating therein to the Sreatest extent pracjica-ble
such of the ?ollowiãg subjects as are not prescribed: English.History, American Histoîy, Mathematics, Literãture, Economics, Philosophy and Ethics, Political Science or Government' and Accounting.
Ii a foreign language is taken it should be Latin. Particular attention should be dlevoied to the development of facility and style in
clear and forceful use of the English language. Persons seeking advice concerning pre-law study should contact- Professor Charles \Ø.
\Øebster of thã iaw School iaculty who is the University pre-law
advisor.

THE UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM
METHOD OF INSTRUCTION
The primary purpose of the Law School is the preparation of the
studeni for the practíce of law. The curriculum combines training in the sciencã and method of the lav¡, knowledge of the body

of-the law, and practical experience in the handling of professional
problems. It also explores the relationship and responsibility of the

lawyer to other segments of society.

The theoretical aspects are imparted by the case and problem
of instruction. The câse method involves the thorough
analysis of selected cases, stâtutes and other materials' and the discussion of legal principles deduced therefrom. Students are introduced to thJ malerialJ they will use in the practice of law, and
learn to make distinctions ¿nd to reason by analogy.
In the problem method, students read substantial portions of
subject matter in the form of text, cases, statutes, and legal instruments, in preparation for class. The information so acquired is
organized and supplemented by lecture, and students work out
solutions to problems related to the material assigned. \Øritten
solutions may be required. Typical of the courses using the problem method is thai portion of the curriculum concerning the
devolution of property and the planning and administration of
methods

estates.

This method will be extended to other portions of the curriculum,
made necessary by differences in subject matter.

with variations

General

Information
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Until this eventual change has taken place, the case merhod will
remain the basic method of instruction.
P¡actical-experience is gained _not only through the problem
method of instruction, but also through iuch courses as Þractice
Cou¡t, Appellate Advocacy, Legal lVriting, Legal Aid, and by
work as student edirors of the Southwestãrn Lãw Journal. Thä
content of each of these courses is derailed in the Description of
Courses section at. pp, 30-36.
Throughout- the curriculum,_ every efforr is made to keep the
.
classes as small as possible, and thereby give students the aãvantage- of individual artenrion and close perional relarions wirh their
professors. Insrruction in certain fieldl of law is siven bv active
practitioners and lecrurers chosen for their speciaifitness'for the
particulaf subjects.

The School
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ADMISSION
REQUIREMENTS
Dates

of

Ad'mission. Beginning students are admitted

in the Fall

Semester only.

Aþþlicatioø for Atlmhsìoø. Application for admission should be
in advance of the datã-of intended enrollment. Application must be in writing on forms supplied by the School of Law.
The application must bã supported by i"rttt"iipts from all colleges
attended by the applicant and by college questionnaires and letters of recommendation on forms supplied 6y the School of Law.
A person filing-file
an application while- itill enrolled in his pre-legal
stuãies should
tiinscripts showing the pre-legal work completed to date, and the couises in which he is enrolled at the date
of application. September 7 is the last day for frling applications
to the Fall semester,
Løw Scbool Admissìon Test. Candidates for admission to the first
year class must take the Law School Admission Test administered
by the Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey. -Appiication blanks for the test together with complete details abo-ut
ihe administration as v¡ell as practice questions may be obtained by
writing to: Law School Admission Test, Educational Testing
Service, 20 Nassau Street, Princeton, New Jersey, or by contacting
the School of Law.
Candidates are urged to take the test before June I next preceding the fall semester in which they seek admission.
madã well

Admission by Selection, Admission to the School of Law is by
selection based upon the academic record of the applicant and
other available data, The School reserves the right to reject any
applicant without statement of reason.
Credit Reqøiremeøts. To be considered for admission, an applicant must have been granted a bachelor's degree from an accredited
college or university, or must have completed the first three years
of a six-year combination course leading to a degree in Law and A.rts
or Law and Business Administration in order to be eligible for ad'
mission. A ninety (90) semester hour minimum requirement is required of students entering on the combination progrâms and shall
be exclusive of credits earned in non-theory courses in military science, physical education, hygiene, domestic arts, vocal and instrumental music, teaching methods and techniques, shop work, vocational agriculture, flight training, stenography, salesmanship, dramatics, advertising, engineering, or other courses without substantive content appropriate to the study of law. Courses in Business

t9
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Law and related ûelds are nor considered desirable pre-legal study.
Credit earned by correspondence is nor acceptable in the nineiy
semester-hour minimum requirement.
Grøde Requirenoeøts, The applicanr must have a weighted averof not less than C in all work of college grade attãmpted and
in which a grade, either passing or failing, lias been recorded before
his application for admission will be considered. Courses for which
pre-legal credit is not allowed, as srared in the paragraph next preceding, are not included in computing the aveiage. \Øhere co,rLr.s
have been repeated, both grades ire included in the compurarion.
age

READMISSION OF FORMER STUDENTS
Students who have withdrawn from the School of Law v¡hile in
good standing will be readmitted subject to the follov¡ing limitations.

Students who withdraw before completing their trst semester or
term of law study may apply for readmission in the Fall Semesrer
only, Students who completed one semester or term may apply f.or
readmission at the beginning of the Spring Semesrer onlv. Siudents
who h_ave completed ts¡o or more semesters or terms prior to v¡ithdrawal may apply for readmission ar rhe beginning of either semes-

ter or a summer

session.

.Students who apply for reaclmission within the following periods
will
be readmitted without reexaminarion of their etttrrãó" cr.denti¿ls: Those who withdrew before earning twelve semester-hours
c,redit, within rwelve calendar monrhs from ihe date of withdrawal;
those who withdrew after earning twelve or more semester-hours
credit, within twenty-four calendar months from the date of
withdrawal. In computing these periods there will not be included
any pe-riod or periods in which the srudent was on active duty with
aqy 9f the armed services of the United Srares, or .try p.iiod itt
v¡hich the studenr was licensed and engaged in the practióe of law
in this or another srate. Students who-apply for readmission after
the expiration of the periods stated will bi-räquired to comply with

the requiremenrs for admission and graduation itt

of

re¿dmission.

"fiect

at

ìhe

d¿te

ADMISSION TO ADVANCED STANDING
Eligible. A student who has completed successfully a part
-Persons
of the law course in anorher law school (which wâs er the iim; of
such study -a member of the .A.ssociation of American Law Schools,
or approved by the Section on Legal Education of the American
Bar Association) may lpply for admission with advanced standing.
The student musr also have met the admission requirements of thls
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of law. Students who
excluded from or aie on probation ¿t another law school
are ineligible.
Dates of Al.¡nissìon. Transfer students who have completed two
or more tórms of work in another law school may be admitted in the
summer session or in either semester of the long session. An applicant who has completed only one term elsewhere should submit e
list of law coorres^taken anä inquire concerning possible dates of
l¿w school ¿t the time he began the study

h*u b..tt

admission.

Aþþlicøtioø. Application for admission with advanced standing
*rrrä i. made in writing. It must be supported by transcripts from
all colleges and law schãols previously ittgn-ded. Good standing in
ih. l"tr ichool last attended inust be istablished by letter from the
Dean of that school, either filed with the application or submitted
at the time of enrollment in this school.
Aduønced. Credit. Advanced credit for work completed in another
law school v¡ill be determined by the Admissions Committee. Advanced credit will not be grattted for ¿ course completed in another
law school with a grade below C or its equivalent.

Mìnhnam Resìdence Reqairernent

A student admitted with

ad-

vanced standing mây not qualify for a degree from the School of
Law until he shãtl have completed satisfactorily at least tv¡o semes-

in the Day Division or three semesters' study
Evening Division of the School of Law.
ters' stucly

in

the

TO GRADUATE COURSES
for admission to graduâte cor¡rses are set out

.ADMISSION
The requirements
on page 39 infr¿.

AUDITORS
Members of the State Bar of Texas or graduates of an approved
law school may be enrolled as Auditors in specific courses. Auditorc
t¿ke no examination and receive no credit for work taken.

THE STUDENT \THO EARNS HIS \trAY
The Day Division curriculum is arranged-agd the work assigned
on the assumption that students will give all their time to work i¡
the School. In this connection' attention of the applicant is called
to the fact that classes are usually conducted from 8 ¿.m. to t p.m.
dailv. Onlv the exceptional student may exPect to complete the
*ork t q.rit.d 'for the degree in the three-year period, if he is

Admission
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to devote a part of his time to employment for selfof average ability who
attempts to cúry the full legal curiculum and a large amount of
outside employment finds the burden too heavy, with consequent
injury to health or to the thoroughness of his professional preparation. Studeots who are required to be substantially or wholly selfsupporting while in l¿w school are advised to enroll in the Evening

compelled

suPPort. Experience shov¡s that the student

Division.

r'
I
I

I

I

I
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ADMINISTRATIVE RULES AND
REGULATIONS
REGISTRATION
Regístration Perìods, Students who fail to register during the
announced registration periods will be charged a late registration
fee of $5.00. No registration will be permitted after the close of
the fifth day of insti'uction in a semester, or aLter the close of the
third day of instruction in a summer session.
Minimu.¡n and Maximwn Hou.rs, Unless a lesser number of hours

will meet residence and graduation requirements, minimum registration is: 10 semester-hours per semester or 7 semester-hours per
summer session in the Day Division; 6 semester-hours per semester
or 4 semester-hours per summer session in the Evening Division.
Maximum registration is: 15 semester-hours per semester or 10
semester-hours per summer session in the Day Division; 10 semesterhours per semester or 6 semester-hours per summer session (except
that the Dean for good cause may permit registration not to exceed
12 semester-hours per semester or 8 semester-hours per summer
session) in the Evening Division.
CIøss Attenclance Vithou.t Regi.strati.on. Attendance
is prohibited unless a student is registered in the course,

in

classes

Ad.d.ing and. Droþþiøg Cotnses. Courses may be added or dropped
only with the written approval o{ the Dean. If a course is discontinued without the written approval of the Dean, a failing grade

(\fF), will

be entered. Adding of courses will not be permitted
fifth day of instruction in a semester or after
the close of the third day of instruction in a summer session. A
course may be dropped without penalty during the first two weeks
of a semester or the first week of a summer session; in any course
dropped thereafter the student will receive a failing grade (\ØF).
A charge of $t.oo is made for adding or dropping â course.

after the close of the

AND ATTENDANCE
Classroom'Vork. The instructor may, with the consent of the
Dean, drop â student from a course for poor classroom work done
therein or for improper conduct in the classroom. In such case the
student will receive a failing grade (\ØF) in the course.
Abseøces. Leaves of absence are not permitted and excuses for
absences are not accepted. A student registering late is charged for
absences from all class sessions prior to the date of registration, No
penalty is assessed for the first fifteen hours of class absences for a
CLASSROOM \TORK

Administrative Rules and
student enrolled

Regulations

2,

in the Day Division, or for the first ten hours of

class absences for a studen¿ enrolled in the Evening Division, in any
one semester in all courses taken, but for each additional hour's ab-

will be diminished by
incumed in courses which are
dropped or failed, or in which the final examination is not permitted
to be taken on account of excessive absences, will not be counted in
computing this penalty). A student v¡ill not be permitted to rake
the final examination in a course from which he has been absent
more than r/a of. the class-hours, regardless of the cause of such absences. In such case a failing grade (VF) is entered.
sence â student's credit toward graduation

l/10 of 1 semester-hour (absences

Absences lrorn Qøi.zzes. A student v¡ho fails to t¿ke a previously
announced quiz may not continue the course unless excused by the

Dean

for good

cause shown

in writing (in advance if possible).If

a

student is excused from a quiz his grade in rhe course will be
determined as though the quiz had not been scheduled.
Absences from Exømìnøtìons. A srudenr unable to take a frnal
examination at the time scheduled, because of illness or orher unavoidable cause must, as eady as possible (in advance if practicable),
notify the Dean in writing of such absence and the reason rherefor.
The Dean, in conference with the instructor, will pass upon rhe
reason and notify the student of his decision. If the reason be found

sufficient, the student may take the examination Vith the class
when it is next given. The Dean will âurhorize a special examination at a time to be fixed by the instructor only under exceprional
circumstances.
GR.A,DES

AND CREDITS

The minimum pâssing grade is 60. The ûnal grade in a course
is based upon written examinations and other required written
work. No final examination paper will be regraded or rerurned to
a student. Re-examination is not authorized. A student who fails
to pass a required subject may rcpeat the course but is not required
to do so except where failure is due to dropping or being excluded
from the course.
D Grades. D grades are berween 60 and 69,both inclusive. The
total of D-grade work which a studenr may count toward a law
degree in any scholastic year (two semesters) or summer session shall
not exceed /3 of. the total hours for which he is regisrered during
the period involved. A student may, with permission of the Deañ
and the instrucror, repear ¿ subject in which he has a final grade
between 60 and 69, brt by so doing waives all right to hevõ the
grade theretofore made

Method

in such subject counted toward his degree.
The grade fur e¿ch course will

ol Coøþatiøg Aueruges,

G-
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be weighted in proportion to the semesrer-hours credit assigned to
the course. In computing the average there urill be included failures
from dropped courses and the gradei from all other courses in which
the student has taken the final examination or received a ûnal grade,
regardless of whether credit in a particular course is required to meet
the minimum requirements for graduation. \Øhere a course is repeated both grades will be entered in computing the overall average.
\Øhere the student receives a failing gradi (\fF) because of dropping or being excluded from a course, that grade will be enterd
as 40 in computing his average.
RESIDENCE

A c¿ndidate for graduation must have been in resifor not less than six semesters and one summer session (at least
102 weeks). To constitute residence in the Day Division the candidate must have been registered for not less than 10 semester-hours
in a semester or for not less than Z semester-hours in a summer gession, and must have passed not less than 9 semester-hours in a
semester or not less than 6 semester-hours in a surnmer session.
Døy Diuisioøl

dence

Eumiøg Diuision:

A

candidate

for not

for graduation must have been i¡

less than eight semesters and two summer sessions
(at least 150 weeks). To constitute residence in the Evening Division, the candidate must have been registered for and passed not
less than 6 semester-hours in a semester or 4 semester-hours in a

residence

summer session.

If a student is registered for but fails to pass the minimum
number of hours required for residence, he will be granted fractional residence credit in proportion to the amount of work passed.
Residence cannot be earned in repeated courses if earned when the
course was f.rst taken.

\Øhere a student transfers from one Division to the other, one
semester's residence in the Evening Division will be considered as
3/a oÍ a semester in the Day Division; and one semester's residence

in the Day Division will

be considered

+/l

o1 â semester in thc

Evening Division.

ACADEMIC FAILURE AND PROBATION

In the following Regulation, "semester" shall be construed to
include a summer session of 10 or more weeks; "upperclassman"
shall be construed to mean one who has completed two semesters
with an overall grade average oÍ 70 or *orul For the method of
computing grade

averages, see page 23.

2t

Administrative Rules and Regulations

Aurovrlrrc

Excr.usrox

First Yeør Studmts
1. Any student whose overall grade average

at the end of

the

semester is less than 60 shall be excluded âutomaticâlly. He mey
be readmitted in a subsequent fall semester as a beginning student.

frst

Any other student may withdraw voluntarily at the end of the first
semester, and may reenter in a subsequent fall.semester as a beginning
student. Students reentering law sóhool under this paragraph will
not be given credit for .o.ttã.t completed prior to exclusion or withdrawaliand grades earned in those contsãs will not be counted in
computing gi.d. .o.t"g.s. Any student readmitted under this p-aragrapÏ whä ão., ,ro, haie an oier¿ll avera'ge of 70 at the end of his

lecôttd semester following readmission will 6e excluded ¿utomatically;
he will not be readmittä. A student will be readmitted under this

paragraph only once.

2. Any student whose overall grade everege at the end of the
first two semesters is less than 65"shall be exõluded autom¿tically;
he will not be readmitted.
3. Any student whose overall grade everage at the end of the
first two semesters is less than ø9, but not less than 65, shall be

excluded âutomâticâlly; he may be readmitted as a beginning student in a subsequent i¿ll semesier. fn case of readmission under this
petagteph the student will be classified for ¿ll purposes as ¿ beginning student and will not be given credit for any courses._comþleted prior to exclusion, and grades earned in those courses will not
L. .o.tit.d in computing graãe averages. Any student readmitted
under this paragraph who does not have ¿n overall average o! 70

at the end of lis-

second semester following readmission
will not be readmitted.

will

be

excluded automatically; he
Uþþerclassneø

Any student

et atlry time falls
will not be readmitted.

whose overall grade .Yerage

below6S shall be excluded automàtically; he

Pno¡.rno¡¡
Fìrst Yeør 9tødents

Any student whose overall grade everege-et the end of the trst
t*o ,.*.rt.rs is less than 20, but not less than 68, shall be placed
on probation. If he makes ¿n everage oÍ 72 ot more in his next
,.rrrãrtu. in school, and his overall grade average continues to be
less than 70' he will become an uþperclassman on probation. If
he fails to make en averege oÍ. 72 n his next semester in school
he will be excluded automãtically. Unless his overall grade average

F
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at exclusion is below 65 he may be readmitted as a beginning student in a subsequenr fall semàster. In case of readmissiott înd.r
this paragraph the student will be classified for all purposes as a beginning student and will nor be given credit fo, any io.r.r.,
pleted prior to exclusion, and grãdes earned in thóe courses"o-will
not be counted in computing -grade averâges. Any student readmitted under this paragiaph lhã do.r nor'have an overall average
of. 70 at the end o] hiã sácond semesrer following readmission will
be excluded ¿uromarically; he will nor be readmiñed.
U þþerclassrnen

- 1. Any.student whose overall grade average a"t, alry time is less
than 70, but nor less than 6s, ;hall be on-probatión. Any probatioTary student whose current grade
in any retttéstËr is
^u"r^["He wili not be reless than 70 will be excluded auiomatically."
admitted to the Law School.

2. A Day Division student on probation shall not register for

more than 12 semester-hours in a fail or spring semester; ariEvening
Division
for more thro 7
*
-student on probation shall not'regi"ster
semester-hours in a fall or spring semester.

DISCPLINE
Students in the School of Law are subject ro rhe general disciplinary regulations of the Universiry, as well as the spåirl regulations of the Faculty _of the School of Law. The Faculty reservei the
right to terminare the attendance of any student at any time, or
to remove from the list of candidates for ih. d.gr.. the name of 'eny
student whom- it
deem unworthy oo .cðount of neglect of
-maystudy, incapacity for the law, or deûcióncy in conduct or cÍaracrer
not in keeping with the standards of Southern Methodist University
and of the- legal profession. Any person who registers in the Schoól
egrees to this reserved righr.

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
.4,11

candidates

for the

degree

the following requiremenrs:

of

Bachelor

of

Laws musr sarisfy

1. Residence of. lO7 weeks in the Day Division or 150 weeks in
the Evening Division. This can be acquired in the Day Division in
not less than six semesters and one summer session, rttá in the Eve-

ning Division in not less than eight semesters and two summer
The summer session in thÀ Day Division must follow the
trst year's study. In the Evening Division suûrmer sessions must
sessions.

Requirements

for Graduation
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follow each of the first tv¡o years of study. (As to what constitutes residence, see page 24 supra.)
2. The last two semesters of Day Division residence must be
acquired in this school. The last three semesters of Evening Division residence must be acquired in this school.
3. Eighty-four semester-hours'credit with an overall grade aver70. (For the method of computing averages'

age of not less than
see page 23 supra.)

4. All required

courses must have been taken.

The Faculty reserves the right to change the schedule of courses
required for graduation. Flowever, when a required course is in-

serted in the curriculum at â point already passed by the student
he will not be required to go back and take that course.

5. A candidate may ofier toward the fultlment of the stated
requirements for the degree only those courses which were completed by him in this oi another approved law schooi within the
six calendar years next preceding the intended date of graduation
if he has been enrolled in the Day Division or another full time law
school, eight calendar years if he has been enrolled in the Evening
Division or another part-time law school. In computing the period
there shall not be included therein any period or periods in which
the candidate was on active duty with any of the armed services of
the United States, or any period in which the candidate was licensed
and engaged in the active prâctice of law in this or another st¿te.
6. The student's

use

of English must be satisfactory.

7. Except for the limitation under rules regarding readmission of
former students a student must meet the hour and residence requirements for graduation in effect at the time he enters lav¡ school.
The student will not be affected by subsequent changes in graduation
requirements.

HONORS

for the LL.B.

degree having the highest average grade,
not to exceed ten per cent of the graduating class, may, by vote of
the faculty, be awarded the degree, cørn løule, ntognø cum laude ot
sunnnø cøm laude, No one shall be eligible for honors who shall have

Candidates

taken elsewhere more than one-third

of the work

offered for the
in this school

degree. The average grade shall be based on work done
only; but to receive the degree with honors a transfer
college must have at least a B average in law courses

previously attended.

from another

in the

school

G'
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SCHEDULE OF COURSES 19'9-60

The School operates on the plan of tv¡o semesters of sixteen
v¡eeks each and a summer session of eleven weeks. For 1959-60
the dates of these sessions are: Summer Session, June 6 to August
28, 1959; Fall Semester, September Lt,79t9, ro January 26, 1960i
Spring Semester, January 28 toMay 2t, 7960.
All Day Division students are required to spend ¿ minimum of
six semesters and one surnmer session in residence (at least 107
weeks) and complete a total of 84 semester-hours of work. The
required summer's residence must follow the first year's study
except in rare inst¿nces where permission is obtained to use the
second summer.

All Evening Division students are required to spend a minimum
of eight semesters ¿nd two summer sessions in residence (at least
lf 0 weeks) and compleæ a tþtú, of 84 semester-hours of work.
The summer session residence must follow each of the first two
years except in rare instances where permission is obtained to use
e ltter summer.
For the yeat 1959-1960 the Íaculty proposes to ofrer the courses
listed below. The "A.rabic numeral opposite each course indicates
the number of semester-hours of credit. Every effort will be
mede to adhere to this program, but intervening circumstances

may necessitate minor changes. Persons interested

in

particular

courses should inquire about them shortly before the beginning
the semester or session for v¡hich they are announced.

of

SUMMER SESSION 19'9

D¡r

Drv¡srox

¡ol Stuo¡Nts 'V'r¡o Hevs Co¡vrp¡,¡rBn t¡¡s F¡nst
4
M¿rital Rights and
Transactions

Corvrpu¡.sony

Commercial
Land Titles

Y¡Á.R

Community Property ---.-----------FoR ¡tLL OTI¡ER

3

STUDENTS

2
Legel Vriting
2
Special Issues
EvsN¡Nc Drvrsrox
Co¡v¡pu¡.sonv ron Sruon¡rs \Írro Hev¡ Corvrp¿BtBo t¡¡¡
Constitutional L¿w
4
Equity

Corporate Vorkshop

I

Damages

2

Legal .{ccounting
Co¡vrpur-sonv

F¡nsr Y¡,rn
2

t

¡on Stuo¡Nts VHo Hevr

Marital Rights and
Community Property ----------------,

Co¡vrpr.preo
Estates I

Two

Y¿ens
3

FOR ALL OTHER STUDENTS

2
Leg¿l

Problems of Proof

2
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FALL AND SPRING SEMESTERS L9'9-60
Dnv Drv¡s¡oN
FIRST YEAR (Âll Courses Required)

Føll

Senester

Baslc Legal Research
Contracts I ---------------.--------Crlmes ---.-.....-.-

Legal Hlstory and Philosoptty

I

SECOND
or
Business Associations

Sþrìøg Seneslet

II

1A

ii

3

I

.-.---.".. 3

3
3

YEAR (All
1

I --------- )
4

Courses Required)
Advocacy or

rr

Buslness

Estates II
Procedure
Taxatlon

Law,.-.."-.-----------.........

e
2
3

1
.-.--....--.-..-.. 4

II

THIRD YEAR

3
3
4

I

courses elective ercept Legal Profession and P¡¿ctice Court and II)
Confltct of Laws -.-..------------.-------. 3
1
créoitors Rtshts .....-.-.........---..----.------- 3
Law ------.--.-..----.--.-----ustãie Þ¡ánn-ing and Practice ------.- 2
2
AdmlralW
Féoérât courtf ..-.....----,------.-.-.--..-.-...-. 2
Lt¡minar- ¡.ää;- Äommtstrattoü'-.--..... 2
---------------- 2
4
Evldence
-------..--- 3
õti ána
Int€rnatlonal Lav/ .-.-----.---------------------- 2
--........"..-.----.--.------.. 1
Piäctice õôurt
2
Labor Law
3
Bustness
of
--..----.---.-'.-.-negutatton
2
Legal Professlon
lûôixniente compensetton ---.---------.. 1
1
Practlce court I -------.----.

(All

I

I¡surance
cas

II

Property S€curlty

EvBN¡Nc Drv¡sroN
FIRST YEA,R (Âll Courses Required)
and Phllosophy

t

4
..".---... 2

3

SECOND YE,{R

I .--.--......-'..--..
Buslness Assoclatlons
-äitù-ãõ:ttons
-.--.::.::::.-.:::
õõmrn-õicrãr
rioperty ¡-...:...:."....--..-....--....."..::.:::..:::

2

(All

a
3

Courses Required)
Buslness Assoctatlons

II '""--"'"-"""-" 4
Books -----".."'--"-"""""-"' 1

rr --.-.------.-.--.-..----'--...-.-'-.""""
Þiôiertt-La.w
Ùsd ot

I

THIRD YEAR (Required Courses)
Estetes

II

3
2
1

I

Appellate Advocacy

FOURTH YEAR (Required
Legal Prole8slon
Practlce Court I

2

II

Procedure

Taxation

---...-.------......----

1
3

4

Courses)

Practlce Court

u

..................--..--.---.--- 1

1

ELECTIVES
1

of
Rêgulatlon

2

LawB

of

Buslnes8

I

2
3

G'
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

of credit is the semester-hour, which represenrs one
per week for a semester. The number õf semesterhours of credit given for the sarisfactory complerion of each course
is stated. The courses are listed by semestei or session in which
they are to be taken by the studenr in rhe Day Division. The order
is nec-essarily somewhar difierent in the Evening Division where the
period of study is four years and rwo summe;s. For the order of
courses in the Evening Division see rhe chart on pages 28 and 29.
The unit

class-hour

FIRST YEAR COURSES

(All

courses required¡

Basìc Legøl Reseørch, One-half hour. Group work program covering use of law tibraty, form of citation of authoriiies, wriring of elementary legal memoranda based on research techniques.
Contrøcts I ønd. Il. Six hours. History and development of the com-

mon law of contract; principles controlling the formation, performance, and termination of conrracrs, including the bìsic
doctrines of offer and acceptance, consideration, conãitions, m¿terial breach, damages, conrracrs for the benefir of third persons,
assignments, and the Statute of Frauds.

Crìmes. Three hours. Origins and sources of the criminal law; the
elements of crime and the various specific crimes, including
homicide, a-ssault, rape, larceny, robberyi and arson; cii-irr"l proi
cedure under the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, incluåing
jurisdic.tion, venue, preliminary examination, grand jury, indictl
ment, information, pleas, trial, sentence, pro6ation,'and prrole;
rights of a criminal defendant under the United Srates and Texas
Constitutions.

Equity. Two

hours. Nature and source of equitable rights; principles of-equity jurisdiction; enforcement of equity dJcrees;-spe-

crfic pertormance of contracts; injunction against tort.
LegøI Hßtory ønd. Pltilosoþhy. (Day Division) Three hours. Main
currents in the historical developmenr of legal thoughr ro rhe

twentieth cenrury; history of juiicial institutions; sõurces and
growth of the common law and equity; the influence of civil
and canon law; the reception of the common law in the United
States; tq¡entieth century_doctrines concerning the nature, purof law.

pose and functioning

.(Evening Division) Two hours. Historical deveþment of English legal institutions, the courts and the professioi.;
forms of action âr common law, the development of equity
jurisprudence; the reception of the common law in the United

Legøl Hìst^ory.

Description

of Courses

States; the movement for legal reform
tury; the origins of Texas jurisprudence.

3L

in the nineteenth cen-

of law through the legislative
process; the parts of a statute; legislative language, its arrangement and mechanics of drafting; interpretation ¿nd construction.

Legislation, Two hours. Growth

Court.

One-half hour. As an introduction to the art of
written and oral legal argument,'Each
all students participate in an appellate moot court program.
student engages in at least two oral arguments of moot cases. The culmination of this program is the elimination tournament to determine the team winning the First Year Moot Court Competition.
Proþeúy I ønd ll, Seven hours. Possession; gifts; bona fide purchase; historical background of land law; creation of possessory
and non-possessory estâtes in fee, for life and for term and their
respective incidents; concurrent ownership; landlord and tenant;
covenants running with land; easements; licenses; water rights.
Toús I aød. ll. Six hours. Civil wrongs arising from breach of
duties imposed by law as distinguished from duties created by
contrâct; including trespass to peison and property, conversion,

Moot

persuasion by

negligence, deceit, injurious falsehood, slander, libel, slander of
title, malicious prosecution, and nuisance; right of privacy; fault
and ¿bsolute liability; damage v¡ithout legal injury.

FIRST SUMMER SESSION COURSES

(All

courses required)

Commercìøl Trønsøctions. Four hours. A study of the sale of
goods, and of the credit devices and commercial paper typically
employed in such trans¿ctions. Problems examined include the
rights and remedies of the buyer and the seller; negotiable instruments and the protection of third persons; chattel mortgages
and conditional sales; and the use of inventory and receivables as
security.
Mørìtal, Rì.gbts ønìl Corntnunity Proþeúy. Three hours. Marriage;
annulment; divorce; alimony; adoption; guardianship, custody of
children; the laws of separate and community property.

Tìtles, Two hours. Forms of deeds; descriptions; w¿rranty
and other covenants of title; escros/s; recording statutes; prâctice in drafting; acquisition of title to land through adverse

Lønd.

POSSeSSIOn.

""&To""I:,*X.;r"St"'
Aþþellate Aduocacy. One hour. Students are divided into groups of
four, two as counsel for appellant and two as counsel f.or ap-

-'
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pellee. Each group

of

Law

is assigned a case

based upon ân ectual case

transcript. Appellate briefs are prepared

in the form prescribed

the Texas Rules of Civil Proõedïre. Oral argumenti are then
held before judges recruited from the Dallas Bãr.
þy_

I.

Bøsìness Assocíøtioø
Two hours. The problems of conducting
business through agenrs or employees, ;nóluding the creation anã

termination _of agencies; the doctrine of apparent aurhoriry;
co.ntractual-liability, and vicarious liability in iort; and the distribution of risk between the principal or employer on rhe one
hand and the third person on ih. oih.r. The'präblems of conducting- business in- partnership, including tire formation of
partnerships, the partnership as-a legal enti-ty, the authority of
the partners to acr for the partnership, the relations of the
Partners among themselves, the dissolution of the partnership.
Basìøess Associøtìons ll. Four hours. The unincorporated association, and the corporation; launching rhe enrerpiise; control of
the enterprise; duties of the managãrs; rights and remedies of
investors; distribution of profits; reorganization and dissolution
of the enterprise. Special emphasis is given to corporare problems
and to the Texas statutes.
Coøstìtationøtr ku
Four hours. Historical consrirurional theory;
separation of powers, state and nâtion; process of judicial interpretation; interstate cotnmerce; personal rights and privileges;
due process of law; equal protection of the laws.
Estøtes I ønd lI. Six hours. Problems in the devolution of properry
and the ¿dministr¿tion of estates. Subjects rreared includã: intestate succession; formalities of gratuitow transfers; construction
of donative instruments; use of class gifts and powers of appoint-

ment; substitutes for conventional methods of property devolution; policy considerations in the disposition of weãlth; income,
estate, and gift tax âspects of donative transâctions; and the
fiduciary management of trusts and estates.

Legøl Acc.ounting. Two hours. An introduction to the theory and
principles of accounting; differences berween financial accounring and tax accounting. Emphasis is placed on a legal analysis of
such_ accounting problems as those relating to corporate net
worth, treasury stock, surplus available fór dividends. Considerations of the problems of interpretation of financial statements encountered by the practicing attorney.

Vrìting. One hour. Study of legal style, legal draftsmanship
and acual drafting of memoranda and opinions on assigneã
points of law. A part of the time is spent on rhe preparation of
legal writings for publications.

Legøl

VIE\Ã/-S OF THE

LAw- QUADRANGLE

THg SCHOOL oF LA\ø is housed in

three air-conditioned buildings,
recently constructed with funds secured largely through the efforts of the
Southwestern Legal Foundation. Storey Hall houses the law Ilbrary, administrâtive and faculty ofûces of the law school and offices of the Foundation,
It has three reading rooms, a large auditorium, lounge, student locker room
and several graduate seminar rooms. The Lawyers Inn provides living quarters
and dining facilities for seventy-five law students. Florence Hall contains the
law school classrooms, practice courtroom, legal aid clinic, study rooms and
rooms for student activities.

Prøctice Cou.rt

in

session.

iu. Maco Stewarl Metnoriøl Cotøtroo¡n in. Florence Hall.

r-

Tl¡c Latu Quadran.gle

-

Storey Høll, left;

ll
il

Møin reørling roorn

of the

Lìbrøry

I

t
ì

left;

Løwyers

lnn, center; and Florence I-Iall, rigltt.

ç

-"¿iti.Ë'

.,.-¿Ë

M

A þartial uiew of thc First Year Lau.t

Class

Legal Aid. Coønsel

in

conference,

Lu.ncb iø
Di.ning Roorn

ol

Latulters Inrt.,

orrn al dis cu; sì.oø
in the Louøge
of Løøyers lnn.

Inf

Description
Procedure

I

aød.

ll,

of Courses
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Six hours. present-day civil practice in ordi-

nary actions in Texas courts; jurisdiction of respective courts;
venu€; parties; âcrions; preparation of original, amended, and
supplemental pleadings; trial procedure; judg-ments; perfection of
lPPeali compararive study of Texas and Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure.

Tøxøtion. Four hours. A study of the constirurionaliry of feder¿l
income, esrare and gift mxaiion; analysis of sections of the In-

ternal Revenue Code, Regulations and decisions developing concepts of taxable income, deductiorrs, recognition of gañs and
losses, gross estate, ner estate, taxable- giftsietc.; introiuction to
tax procedures; solurion of hypothetical problems and preparation

of returns.

SUMMER SESSION ELECTIVES
(Courses

program

opel ro students who have completed the second-year
in the Day or third-year program in the Evening.) '

Ad.tnhølty. Two hours. A survey of the leading principles of
admiralty law dealing with problems of jurisdiótion, sãamen's
rights,_ maritime liens, charter parties, .arti^ge of goods by sea,
general âverage, marine insurance, and limitátion of ["bility.
Corþorøte Vorh.sboþ. Two hours. Detailed study of selected corporate problems: organization, ûnancing, coritrol, compensatiori,
distributions, rcorganization and dissolution. Analysñ of relei¡ant corporate, tax, securities and other law. Preparation and
discussion of appropriate legal insrrumenrs.
Dømøges. Two hours. Stand¿rds applicable generally ro rhe computation of damages; measure of damages in contract, torts, and
condemnation proceedings.

Vri.ting. One hours. (&e description on page 3Z).
Problems of Proof. Two hours. Burden of proof and presumptions on particular issues; procedure of admitting and excluding
evidence; parol evidence; actual practice in making proof of
LegøI

of a cause of action or defense.
Sþecial Issaes. Two hours. Preparation of special issues in negligence, adverse possession and other cases. Methods of complaining of the tentative charge; proceedings between verdict and
judgment; points in motion for new trial.
essenti¿l elements
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THIRD YEAR COURSES

(,{ll

courses elective unless otherwise indicated. Some

are offered

in the Summer

of

these

Session.)

Abstrøcts, One hour. Nature of an abstract; contracts to furnish
an abstract; ownership of abstract; iiability of abstracter; examination of abstracts.
Admìnhtrøtiae Lmu. Three hours. Organization and procedure of

federal and state adminisrative agencies; distinction between
legislative, executive, and judicial powers; delegation of powers;
the nature of the power vested in administrative agencies; requlrements of due process; judicial control over administrative action.

Admíralty. Two hours. Admiralty jurisdiction; maritime liens;
Flarter Act and Car:iage of Goods by Sea Act; salvage; general
averâge; collision; claims of seamen, limitation of liability;
applicability of state law; responsibility of the United States and
foreign

vessels.

Bønkraþtcy. Two hours. Historical background of unsecured
group creditors' remedy; effect of Bankruptcy ,{ct on state insolvency statutes; jurisdiction and procedure of bankruptcy
courts; persons subjects to bankruptcy; Acts of Bankruptcy;
rights and duties of trustee vis-a-vis debtor; secured and unsecured creditors and assets of the estate; claims and distributions.

Conllìct of Løuts. Three hours. The lav relating to transactions
having elements in more than one state; domicile;

bases

of juris-

diction of courts and of states; the rules developed and applied

with respect to marriage and divorce, property, contracts,

and

corpofâtions.

Rìgbts. Three hours. Enforcement of judgments; execution, attachment, garnishment; Texas Statutes of Limitations;

Creditors

fraudulent conveyances; non-statutory group creditors' remedies;
bankruptcy.

Crhnìnøl Løut Admìnìstratìon. Two hours. A study of crimin¿l
law administration with special emphasis on current issues in
such frelds as procedure, juvenile delinquency, probation and
parole.

Estøte Plønníng ønd. Practi.ce. Tq¡o hours. Problems involved in the
planning of estates with emphasis on tax savings and simplified
administration; the drafting of trusts and wills to achieve sound
programs of estate mânagement; consideration of problems in-

Descriprion

of Courses

3t

cident to the use of family partnerships, f.amily corporarions, and
other intra family arrangements.

Euìd'mce. Four hours. The law of evidence in trials at common
law in the Federal Courts and in Texas, including examination,
competency and privileges of wirnesses; leading rules and principles of exclusion and selection, including thJ hearsay rule and
opinion rule; problems of remoreness and undue prejudice; judicial
notjce; burden of proof and ptesumptions; functions of judge
and jury.

Federal Courts. Two hours. Diversity of citizenship jurisdiction;
federal quesrion jurisdiction; removãl of cases from Jtate courts;
conflicts between federal and srare judicial sysrems; the substantive law lpplied in the federal courts; problems of venue, process,
and joinder; appellate jurisdiction and procedure.

Insarance, Two hours. Principles governing the making and constn¡ction of insurance contracts; types of insurancJ orga,nizations; government supervision and control interests protected by
insurance contracts; selection and control of risks; study of
standard form of insurance policies and the consrruction and
application of Texas starures.

Løut. Two hours. The sovereignty concept; nationality; territoriality; jurisdiction of srates; ricognition and diplo-

Internøtionø|,

matic intercourse; âgreements between states; international regul¿tion of trade and commerce; inrernational claims.
Labor Løw. Two hours. The legality of labor objectives and of
various forms of concerted activiry, such as strikes, picketing,
primary and secondary boycorts; the labor injunction, ìncluding
federal ancl state legislation on the subject; légal aspects of coll
lective bargaining; the National Labor Relations Acr.
Lmu

lournøL Maximum credit,

three hours. Preparâtion

of

com-

on topics of current interest, notes on cases of signiûcance
and editorial work incident to publication of the Souihwestern

ments

Law Journal.
Legal Aià. One hour. Inrerview

in

cases ref.erred

of

clients, prepararion

of

mem-

of pleadings and assistir¡g attortreys of record
from the Dallas Legal Aid Society and the City-

oranda, preparation

County Velfare Board.

Two hours (required). History and presenr orof the legal profession; admission to rhe bai; purposes
and work of the American B¿r Association and the Sutõ Bar of
Texas; problems of professional usage and ethics commonly encountered in practice.

LegøI Professìon.

ganization
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Oìl øut G¿s. Three hours. Extent of title in unsevered oil and gas;
correlative rights and duties of owners in a common reservoir;
analysis
Sovernmental- regulation; remedies against tresP¿ssers;
õf irrrt*n.ttts cõnveying mineral inteiests, including both deeds
and leases; partition; unitization.

I

aød' ll, Two hours. (required). Preparation and
Students are divided into groups of two, one rePresenting the plaintiff, the other representing the defendant, and
specific c"ses ãte assigned each group. Fall semester-investigation of the case, prepãration of the pleading, interlocutory hearings on motions and demurrers, and drafting ProPer orders, pretrial proceedings and selection of the jury. Spring semester-trial
on mirits, examination of witnesses, PreParation of instructions
and special issues, motions incident to judgement' motions for

Prøctìce Court

trial of

cases.

new irial, perfection of

appeals.

Proþeúy Securìty. Two hours. The real property mortgage including rights and duties before foreclosure, priorities, tra']sf_er

of intãresti of mortgagor and

mortgagee, subrogation, marshall-

ing, discharge, redemption ¿nd foreclosure.
Regøløtion ol Bøsiness, Three hours. A study of government reg-ul-ation of business; control over monoPoly and other devices for
restraining competition by the federal enti-trust acts, their in'

terpretati;o and applicatiãn; control by the courts' legislaturel
aná the Federal Traãe Commission over unf¿ir methods of com-

petition.
'V'orhmen's Comþeøsøtìon. One hour. A comprehensive study of
the Texas \Øofumen's Compensation Act and the court decisions
interpreting the various provisions of the act.
-i

ì

l

,1
:1

à

I
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THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN LA\ø
The Graduate School of ,{merican and Foreign Law is a cooper-

ative endeavor of the Southern Methodist University School of
Law and the Southwestern Legal Foundation, created to meet the
challenge

of world leadership which

has been pressed upon the legal

institutions of the United States by international developments
following \lrorld \Ø¿r II. The program is designed to broaden the
American lawyer's understanding of our Anglo-American legal
system and its place in the world, and also to offer opportunity
for study to those interested in international and foreign legal
problems. The program offers to foreign lawyers and law professors a course of study designed to provide a basic knowledge of
Anglo-American concepts and their relationship to the legal concepts of the foreign lav¡yer's country. To achieve its objectives, the
Graduate School of Âmerican and Foreign Law offers opportunities
for study and research in the following major areas:

1. Advanced study in Anglo-,4,merican jurisprudence.
2. An intensive course of study in international and foreign

for United States lawyers.
3. One-year courses of specialized legal training in internation¿l
law, comparative l¿w and basic principles of Ânglo-American
law for lawyers from foreign countries.
legal problems

THE GRADUATE PROGRAMS
The Graduate School of American and Foreign Lav¡ includes the

following programs¡ General Graduate Studies, the Law Institute
of the Americas and the Academy of American Law, each of which
leads to an advanced degree in law. These progr¿ms are designed to
offer intensive training in particular areas of the law without
forcing the student into an inflexible schedule of courses, Each is
administered by a separate Director who has supervision over students studying

I.

in his particular progr¿m.

GENERAL GRADUA.TE STUDIES
The primary aim of this program is to prepare .A.merican lewyers for more productive careers in the private prâctice of law,
in teaching and in the public service. The program is designed to:
(1) afford intensive treining on the graduate level in the fields
of law which have become highly specialized in modern urban
practice, especially in the Southwest; (2) increase the student's
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understanding

administration

of the philosophy

of justice; (3)

of

Law

and history

of law and of

the

encourage research and creative

writing in the law and related fields; (4) offer specialized instruction to prâcticing lawyers as a part of the plan for continuing education

of the Bar.

II. THE LA\T INSTITUTE OF THE

A.MERICAS

The Law Institute of the Americas is designed to improve understanding among the peoples of the Americas through study
of the laws, institutions and governments of the American nations

and to train lawyers to handle legal problems of the peoples of the
\Øestern Hemisphere. To effectuate these purposes knowledge of
the Änglo-American law must be imparted to the lawyers trained
in the civil law of Latin Arneric a and a program of study in the
civil law must be made available to lawyers of North America
trained in the common lâw.

TrrB CIv¡r- LRw Cunnrcvlul"r
This curriculum is designed for North American lawyers who
v¡ish to train for service with corporations engaged in foreign op-

erations, with governmental agencies operating abroad or with
foreign clients. A year of graduate study is offered in the civil law
systems of Latin America and continental Europe combined with ¿
study of specialized fields of international law and Latin American

public law. Although primarily for lawyers

of

Canada and the

United States, lawyers of other countries not trained in a civil law

will be accepted.
An additional year of. graduate study in a Latin American law

system

school is available to students who have successfully completed the
one-yeâr program described above and have demonstrated an exceptional capacity for advanced study in the civil law. The srudents will pursue a course of study prepared by the faculty of the
foreign laq¡ school and approved by the Director of the Lav¡ Institute of the Americas. Eligibility for participation requires pro-

,.:

ficiency in the Spanish or Portuguese languages.

l

J

"{

ri

Trrs CoMrarroN Lnv Cunnrculuu
The curriculum provides Latin American lawyers with a basic
knowledge of the legal systems and political and legal institutions
within the United States. It also encompasses studies iri international legal problems

of the

Americas.

III. THE ACADEMY OF AMERICAN LA\I¡
The primary purpose

of the

Academy

of

American Law is to

-
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provide a comprehensive program of study in the theory and practice of American political and legal instiiutions and rhe American
legal system to lawyers from without the \Øesrern Hemisphere who
have not received training in Anglo-American law.
The courses of instruction Í.or 19i9-60 are listed on pages 4Z-4i.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A.DMISSION
STUDENTS \THO ARE CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Each applicant for admission to candidacy for a degree musr be
a graduate of an approved American Law School who-holds a college degree from an accredited college or university, or a graduate
of a-foreign law school of standing comparable ro rhose approved
by the Council on Legal Educ¿tion of the American Bar Association, by the Inter-American Bar Association or by other appro-

priate

agencies.

STUDENTS \øHO ARE NOT CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
A limited number of members of the bar q¡ho do nor seek advanced degrees may be admitted to graduate seminar courses at
the discretion of the Director of General Graduate Scudies. Auditors are not permitted, as all students must participate in the v¡ork
of the course, must prepare such assignments as may be required,
and must take examinations.
DEGREES
Møster of Løws (LL.M.). To receive the degree of Masrer of Laws
the candidate must meet the following requirements:
(

1)

Residence

semesters

if

in the School of Law for not

less

than two

a full-time student, and not less than four

semesters

iÍ, a patt. time student.
(2) Completion of a sufficient number of graduate courses ro
make a total of at least twelve semester-hours, with aî average
grade of 80 on all courses taken. In exceptional cases certain undergraduârc courses may be taken where approved by the Director of
General Graduate Studies.

(3) Completion of ât least two courses (four semester-hours)
in the field of the general theory of law. These courses are counred
tov¡ard the twelve-hour requirement.
(4) Preparation of a dissertation, q¡rirten under the direction
of a professor. This dissertation must be approved by both the
professor and the Director of General Graduare Studies. Ir musr
be submitted in I copies ar leasr 60 days before the date on

------t
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It is recommended that the dissertation be.prepared. in such form as to be published as rwo or rhree
law review ârricles or as a monograph.
, ( t ) All requiremenrs musr be completed within a period of
three years from the date of initial regisrrarion as a gradïare stuwhich degrees are awarded.

dent.

, Since one of the primary aims of the graduare program is to
roster reseârch and encourage creative writing it is contemplated
that the formal course
_workïil require ,pproii-.t"ty ;;;_h:i¡ ;;
the studenr's rime, and that the otËe, hrú'*ill be dávot.d *-rfr.

dissertation. Therefore, candidates

to register for more than three
and not more than two courses

for degrees will noi b;
^full-time
courses iã one semester if

;;;.;;ã

if part-time.
The Master of Laws degree in a specialized field of study

will be
awaid"! upon satisfactory completion of ih. requirments as set
out below:
.Master of L1ws in OiI and Gøs Lma. The requirements for this degree are
the same as those for the Master of Laws, .*Ë"fi tn"r.h"-""i¿iJ"ä-Ã"ri
complere ¿r leasr rwo graduare courses in it r¡.t¿ ;¡ .ü rJ;;-i;';;i
"
write his dissertation in the field.
l,øws ì* Tøxøtìon. The requirements for this
M.aster
degree are the same
-of
as those for the Master of Laws e*ce_pi that the ca"did"te åì;r;;ñi";;;;
least_ tq¡o graduare courses in the fielã of taxation and write rr;,
ii*äit.ti""

in thet

field.

,Møster of.Comþørøtiue Løta (M.C.L,). The requirements for
this de.gree include the complerion of rwenry-six häurs of credit
from the courses ser o'r belôw in the programs of th. ra- lrrrtitute of the Americas or the Acade*y if lA.merican Law or from
-it.
such other courses as shall be selecteá after consultrtio"
-itt
Director of the Law Institute of the Americas or the Director ãf
the Academy of American Law.
Doctor of Ciuil Løu.t (D.C.L.). The requiremenrs for this deeree
include rhe successful completion of the livil law program in"the
Law Institute of the Americas at the southern Meihoå'ist uii".rsiry School of Law and the satisfactory completion ;¡
tional year of study in a civil law system'at a Lãtin American
"; ;ãiuniy.I+y. In addition the student:nusi complete a disserration t; p"b_
lishable form_approved by the Director o? the Law lrrrtit.rt" oi tÃe
Ameticas. AII requiremènts musr. be complet.a *irhi" , p.rioJ
ot three years from the d¿te of initial registration in the
Latin

A,merican Law School.

APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
Application for admission to General Graduate srudies should be

made

to the Director,

General Graduare Studies,

S;i;;i;l-Lr;;

I
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Southern Methodist University, Dallas l, Texas, U.S.A. An application form will be mailed upon request.
Application for admission to the Law Institute of the Americas,
by Latin ,{.merican students should be made to the Institute of International Education through the Committee for Study and Training in the United States in the candidate's counry in September or
October of the year preceding award. The address of the Committee can be ascertained from the Cultural Affairs Officer at the
United States Embassy or from the nearest U.S. consular office.
Application for admission to the Las¡ Institute of the Americas
by North American students should be made to the Director, Law
Institute of the Americas, School of Law, Southern Methodist
University, Dallas f, Texas, U.S.A. .An application form v¡ill be
mailed upon request.

Application

for

admission

to the

Academy

of

American L¿w

should be by letter in English to the United States Cultural Attache
at the Embassy or Legation of the United States located in applicant's nation. The application shall state the age of applicant, a

short curriculum vitae, stâtement of ability to read and understand English; a certified transcrþ of grades received in law
school, in English; and a recent photograph of the applicant. Applications for each term beginning in September may be filed at
any time after January I of that year.

FELLO\TSHIPS

in the amount of 62,f 00 each have been established
General Graduate Studies. Each holder of a fellowship will be
required to pây full tuition and fees. In addition to the fellowships,
a number of tuition grants are available to candid¿tes for the
LL.M. degree who present superior scholastic records.
Fellowships

in

The Ford Foundation provides funds for five fellowships in the

field of General Graduate Studies to students from foreign countries v¡ho akeady have training in Anglo-American law.
Fifteen fellowships are available annually to applicants for the
Law Institute of the Americas Program and fifteen are available
annually to applicants for the Academy of American Law. Fellowships include tuition, fees, books, room and meals and a monthly

for incidentals.
Through a graît from the Ford Foundation, additional funds are
available for those North American lawyers in the Civil Law Curriculum of the Law Institute of the A.mericas who become eligible
for an additional year of graduate study in a Latin A.merican law
allowance
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school. .4, generous allowance is available to the student, plus round

trip transportation expenses.
Attention of foreign applicants is directed to the fact that the
Graduate School of American and Foreign Law has no funds to
grant for travel expenses, either to or from the United States or
v¡ithin the United States, nor does it have any administrative influence throtrgh which governmenr or private agencies can be
persuaded to assist in travel.
FEES

The fee for graduate courses is $if for each semester-hour of
work taken, with a maximum charge of $32f .00 per semester.
Auditors are not admitted to graduate courses. Other fees are the
same as those listed

for undergraduate

students.

PROGRAM OF COURSES
t9t9-1960
For the year 7959-60 the faculty

proposes

to ofier the

courses

listed belov¿, with the Arabic numeral opposite each course indicating the number of semester-hours of credit. Every efort will
be made to adhere to this program, but intervening circumstances
may necessitate minor changes.

GENERAL GRADUATE
FaIl Semester
Govetnment Regul¿tion

of Oil

¿nd

Gae

)

Taxation

2
2
2

Law in Society I
Secu¡ities Regulation -----------------

of

Business Entities ------and

Unit and Cooperative Oil
Gas

)

Sþrìøg Semester
Advanced Intern¿tional Law ----Fede¡al Oil and Gas Taxation
---Law in Society II -----------------------Corporate Reorganization --------,,,,,Taxation and Fiscal Policy -----,---P¡oblems

of Doing

Business

2
2

2
2
2

t

.A.bro¡d

LA\T INSTITUTE OF THE AMERICAS
(Civil Law Program)
Sþring Setnester

Føll Semestet
Comparative Legal Systems ---------

Civil

Law

Commercial Law

I (Civil Law

P¡ivate Internâtion¿l Law (Civil
System)

Inter-American Regional L¿w
Inte¡n¡tional Law

Comparative Legal Theory -- -----,--Commercial Law II (Civil Law

2

System)

System)

Law

3

3

Labor Law Problems (Civil

,

Law System)
Latin American Constitutional

------ 2

2

and Administ¡¿tive Law
Problems

Problems

of

Doing

2

t

Business

Abroad
,{,dvanced International

Law

------- 2

I
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LA\T INSTITUTE OF THE AMERiCAS
(Common Law Program)
and

ACADEMY OF AMERICAN LA\Ø
Føll Setnester

I
Techniques
United States Constitutional ---Structure
)
Comparative Legal Systems ------ 3
Comme¡ci¿l L¿w
4
Criminal Law and Procedure
2
lnter-American Regional Law------ 2
á.dversary

Ttial

Law in Society I

fntefntrionâl Law-------------------_-----------_-----

2
2

Sþrìng Semester
of Property -------Injuries to the Person _.-----_.---Ownership

2
2

Government, Labor and Business of Justice --------Comparative Legal Theory ------

3

Administ¡ation
.A.dvenced

International Law ------

Law in Society

II ----------------_

Problems of Doing Business
Abroad

3

2
2
2

DESCRIPTÏON OF COURSES
The unit

of credit is the semester-hour, which

class-hour per v/eek

of credit

given

for a semester. The nlrmber of

for the satisfactory completion of

represents one
semester-hours

each course is

srated.

ADMINISTRÁ.TION OF JUSTiCE (Common Law Curriculum).
Three hours. Study of the organization of the courrs including
distribution of judicial business, disribution of judicial personnel
and administrative supervision, inferior and appellate cõurts, relation of federal and srare courts; qualificatiôns, selection and
retirement of the judiciary. The role of the lawyer in litigation;
associâtions of lawyers as agencies in the improvement of ;ustice; the meaning of "profession," legal ethici and the unauthorized practice
profession.

of lar¡;

aspec.ts

of the

independence

of the

legal

ADVANCED INTERNATIONAL LA\Ø. Two hours. Maintenance of international order and accomplishment of international

justice through international organization; privileges and responsibilities of member stares; comperence of international oryànizations and international assemblies, special emphasis upon the
problems and activities of the United Narions.

ADVERSARY TRIAL TECHNIQUES. One hour. (Common
Law Curriculum). Demonstrations of the adversary methods
and procedure in the trial of a lav¡ suit.
CIVIL LA\Ø. Three hours. Sources of private law in the civil law
jurisdictions, interpretations of the codes, system of obligations
under the civil codes (contracts, quasi-contracts, delicis and
quasi-delicts.)

44
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COMMERCIAL LA\tr.
_(Corypon Law Cumiculum). Four hours.
Discussions

of detailed p-roblems of the Anglo-Aáeri"r" tr--oi
contracts, sales, negotiable instrumentr, ,g.i"y, partrrership, anã

corporations.

COMMERCIAL LÂ\ür

I (9ivil Law Curriculum). Three hours.
of the law merchant,
"ía ,trray ;¡;h;

Hisrorical development
code

of commerce in civil law jurisdictions and irs field äf

cation.

appli_

COMMERCIÁ,L LA\ø II. (Civil T,aw Curriculum). Three hours.
A .study of acts of commerce, business associatíons, ,rr¿ ,ra*o_
tiable instrumenrs under rhe commerci¿l code
l-*

"f "i"if

dictions.

;iiir_

COMPARA.TIVE LEGA.L SYSTEMS. Three hours. Description and
analysis of the civil Law and common Law sysrems, wirh special
reference to terminology and method; the difíeri;;;.;h;iqi*
;;
reasoning of the two systems as based upon differini Irirtorii.t
¿._
velopment of legal theory.

COMPARATIVE LEGAL THEORY. Two hours.
analysis

of

A

comparative

the basic beliefs or assumprions underlyinn

Jo--.,r,
law and civil law legal thinking;
under the light of legal values. -- "å**orr-i.;;;d""i"ii"t"*
CORPORATE REORGANIZATION. Two hours. Insolvent and
solvent reorg,anizations under federal ,rrd ,tat. fr*.-ép..ììf ,i_
tention will be-given to Chapter X of the Bankruptcy'il; ,l*
requiremen_rs of fairness*and feasibility. and the tiänrí
tors and shareholders. prerequisite: th" .orrrr" in Business
"r "LáiAs_
sociations II.
CRIMINAL LA\f AND PROCEDURE (Common Law Curricu_
lum). Two hours. Srudy of individual'interests of personaliry
considered not only as a v/rong against the individua'r t;ü;å
as wrong ro the community, and thus punishable by
the ,rár"?ãi
the protection_of.the public; origins
*.rr".,
of tn.
"i.à prelimi*;-.;;ì;;:
procedure,, including jurisdictiono venue,
""i*irái
tion, gtand jury, indictmenr, informarion,'pleas, ,riJt, ,.ir.î...
pjop¿r-roll and parole, rights of a criminal defense under the
Uruted States Constitution.

FEDERAL OIL A,ND GAS TAXATION. Two hours. Analysis
of
problems incident ro: execurion and rransferr ;f
-¿d;
leases, incl.uding rrearment of bonuses, ,"yririr,
"ii;i-.;;
ä.íi:
.
and intangible expensesj depletion; carried irrt"rest, ,"d ;;;;fi;
interests; operating and unitization agreemenrr; ,"¿ urfrrriã"
oi
oil and gas properties. Prerequisite: tñe basic course in Taxatioi.

Y
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GOVERNMENT, LABOR AND BUSINESS. (Common Law
Curriculum). Three hours. Organization- and procedure of federal and staie administtative agencies; delegations of powers, the

of the power vested in administrative agencies, requirements of due process, judicial control over administrative action.
Association of employães and the legality and illegality of labor
objectives; forms ãf concerted activities such as strikes, Picketing, primary and secondary boycotts; legal aspects of collective
baigainittg.'Legal adjustments of the con{lict of interests caused
nature

by ihe risã of tãrge scale business associations with emphasis uPon
cóntrol of monoþly and resrâints of competition by anti-trust
acts and control over unfair methods of competition.

GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF OIL AND GAS. TWO
hours. Need for regulation' state and federal; sources of the right
to regulate; growth and trend of regulation; court review of administrative acts; federal versus state regulation; effect upon
prices, competition, ultimate re_coveryr royalty ov/nersr operators
generally. Prerequisite: the basic course
ãnd upon th.
in Oil and Gas."cono-y
INJURIES TO THE PERSON. (Common Law C-uriculum). tw9
Ëours. Injuries to the person iecured by civil sanctions v¡hich
have devéloped

in

the Ãnglo-American law. -Primary-considera-

tion is placid upon the immunity of the body from injuries by
physical
-the impact; immunity of the will from coercion; immunity
ãf
mind and nervous system from injury; immunity of the
feelings and the claim to privacy; and immunity of the Persotl
from defamation, the claim to honor and rePutation.
INTER-AMERICAN REGIONAL LAV. Two hours. Multilarcral
and principal bilateral conventions aglong the American States,
with-partiãular emphasis uPon the Charter- of the Organization
of Aireric¿n Statis, the liter-American Treaty of Reciprocal
Assistance, the American Treaty on Pacific Settlement; a study
of juridical-political problems of the Americas.
LABOR LA\tr PROBLEMS (Civil Law Curriculum). Two hours.
The contract of labor under Latin American labor legislation,
social security, main features of the systems
movements, survey of labor procedures.

of collective

labor

LATIN AMERICAN CONSTITUTiONAL AND ADMINIS.

TR.A.TIVE LA\ø PROBLEMS. (Civil Law Curriculum). Two
hours. Latin American problems of constitutionalism in such fields
as the separation of Powers, federalism, and certain substantive civil,^economic anã social rights. Particular emphasis will be
placed upon the constitutional rights of and restrictions on foreign enterprise to do business and own ProPerty in Latin Amer-
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ica' Problems concerning the judicial review of adminisrrative
acts in rhe civil law system, the conseil d.' etat, the administra_
tive jurisdiction, and conrracrs with administiative bodies.
LA\ø IN SOCIETY I. Two hours. A study of the historical de_
velopment of doctrines. concerning_ the áature and purpose of
Iaw; origins of the legal ethic of ãhe American socieiy;'rh" ,._
lationships of law, moiality, and religion.
LA\f IN SOCIETY II. Two hours. Contemporary thought con_
cerning-the nârure, purpose and applicatior, ãf hi; l.g.i irrrt;trr_
tions of an indusrrialized urban ìociety; the impaJt of lesal
positivism_ upon t-raditional Anglo-A-.ii"rn legai theory. pierequisite: Law in Society I.
O\øNERSHIP OF PROPERTY. (Common Law program). Two
hours. The institution of property in modern A-eri"crr, ú-,including the place of property in the social and economic;.d.;; ;L
cornplere properry; the fractions of property; the classifications
of .properry; resrrainrs on use in thã ,ô"i"i l.rt...rr, ,rr"".rrio'
and restamentary disposition of property; and the prote.tion oi
the right of property by civil and criminal sanctions.
PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LA\IZ (Civil Law program). Two
'p.ob_
hours. A study of
.problems of privite internationaT h# ^with
lems in continental European and Latin American Law
special emphasis upon rhe Flague, Montevideo, ,"d Hr;;";
(Bustamante) conventions,

PROBLEMS OF DOING BUSINESS ABROAD. Three hours. An
intensive study of the practical legal and tax probrems
tered by individ'als and corporations doing business"rr"orrrr^Arii¿
under narional and international law. particulaî attention *iii
b;
pa'd. to the problems of the petroleum indusrry such as tlr. o*i_
ership of mineralso op.o
closed countries as to oil and sas
"nd
and the obtaining of concessions.
The course ,lro
"o.rt"irr,
vey of .\Øestern Hemisphere tax systems with emphasis
taxes
on".ir_
imposed and entities taxable; analysis of reciprocâl rax conven_
tions in force between U.S. and other couniries; rreatment of
business abroad under U.S, and foreign tax statutes.

SECURITIES REGULATION. Two hours. Federal and Texas
regulation of the issuance and sale of corporate securities; antifraud provisions, broker-dealer registratión, securities r.iirr""_
tion, adminisrrarion and enforcemãnt, civil liability ,"¿ ?.r"ir_
sion, exemptions, insider trading, and proxy regulatiorr,

TAXATION OF BUSINESS ENTITIES. Two hours. Tax prob_
lems incidenr ro rhe
operarion, r.orgriìriliárr,
termination and sale of-organization,
business entitiei including pitrrerships,
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corporations, and other forms of business organizations; and the
related tax problems of the owners of such enterprises. Prerequisite: the basic course in Taxation.

TAXATION AND FISCAL POLICY. Two hours. The effect of
the budgetary demands on revenue policy, shifting and incidence

of taxation, ãffect of tâxation on business activity, relationship
between federal and state taxing systems.

UNIT AND COOPERATIVE OIL AND GAS

OPERATION.

Tw'o hours. Cooperative drilling and producing problems of separate properties ln the same pool or field; history and development of ìnit operation of oil and gas pools; negotiation and
prep¿râtion of agreements for unit oPerations; unitized operations; voluntary, authorized and compulsory unitization of oil
and gas fields. Prerequisite: the basic course in Oil and Gas.

UNITED STA.TES CONSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE. (Common Law Program). Three hours. The doctrine of separation of
powers, including discussion of the organization, the functioning
and powers of the three branches of the Federal Government;
certain problems of federalism and the relationship between Federal and St¿te Governments; substantive civil and political rights.
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TUITION, FEES AND A\ØARDS"
DAY DIVISION
fees are computed ar rhe rate of g3z.t0 for
each semester-hour of work taken, with a maximum charge in the
Day Division of g3z5 per semesrer of 16 weeks, and gzle,io Í.or
a summer session.
Student Serai.ces Fee. All full-time and/or dormitory srudenrs
pay a Student Services Fee of g3Z.f0 each semesrer which provides
for the expense of the following activities and services:
All activities sponsored by the Students' Association.
Admission to all athletic games and contesrs played on the cam-

Tuition, Tuition

pus by teams representing the University.
Intramural .{.ctivities.
Subscription to Tbe SMU Cørnþus, srudenr semi-weekly newsPaPer.

to lectures, progrâms and theatrical performances by
University organizations.
.4, copy of the Rotundø, the University yearbook, if claimed
before October 1 of the year of issue.
Participation in the activities and programs of the Umphrey Lee
Student Center.
Orientation ecriviries.
Admission

.J

Cost of registration.
tHealth Service privileges.
Services of the following:
The Employment and Placement Office.
The Psychological Services Cenrer (including the Reading
Service Division, the Speech and Hearing Clinic, and the division of Testing, Counseling and Guidance).
In addition, each law student is assessed $1 per semester ând
75 cents per summer session to be used in the interest of the Student
*All rates are subject to change at the beginning of any semester.
f The University provides a limited health service. All students living in the
University dormitories or enrolled for regular v¡ork in the lJniversity are entitled to the following health services: a health examination and smallpox
vaccination by the University physicians, an unlimited number of consultations
with the lJniversity physicians during office hours at their Health Center offices,
and confetences and treatments by the nurses at such other times ¿s may be
designated. These privileges are extended to all ambulatory students irrespective
of residence. Students living in the University dormitories, or taking all meals

in University dormitories, are also entitled to hospitalization in the He¿lth
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A locker fee of $1 per semester e¡d 75 cents per
summer session is collected ât the time of registration. The fund¡
from these fees become a part of. the Student Loan Fund.

Bar Association.

Transcripts of work completed will be issued from the.Registrar's
Office of the University. fhe first transcript is free and additional
transcripts are g1.00 ãach. No transcripts are issued from the
Adminiitration Office of the School of Law. Transcripts carulot be
released unless the applicant has satisfied all of his financial obligations to the University.

Library Deþosit, All students make a library deposit of $5 at the
beginning of-the school year. It is returned to the student at the
enã of tñ" ye." less any deductions for damages or ûnes, if claimed
by June 30.
Pøyment of Accounts, The tuition and other fees are payable at
the úeginning of each semester, but arrangements may be made
with the Cashier of the University to Pay in installments {or a
small carrying charge. A charge of $t is made for late Payment of
accounts, and a charge of $¡ is made for late registrations.
Refu.ød of Tuition' Fees. If a student should matriculate in the
School of Law and, for a good reason' be unable to âttend classes,
all of his fees except g25.00 will be refunded. If ¿ student matriculates but leaves the University within the ûrst three weeks after the
ûrst day of registration of a iemester or summer session, one-half of
his tuition anã fees v¡ill be refunded. After the third week no refunds are allowed. Refunds are allowed only upon honorable dismissal by the Dean of the School of Law, and must be applied for

at the date of withdrawal.

EVENING DIVISION

of $12.f 0 for each
of work taken, with a maximum charge in the Evening Division oÍ. ï243.7J per semester of 16 weeks, and $162.t0
Tu.ìtì,oø, Tuition is computed at the râte

semester-hour

for a summer session.
Student Fee. All regular

will

to pay a stuin charge. .A1l students living in private homes
students

be required

with nurse and doctor
to them by the University may obtain hospitalization service for $4.00
per day as far as available space will permit. Other eligible students may obtaiu

Center

assigned

the

same care

for

$f,00 per day.

of seven days hospitalization without cost will be ¿llowed to
students in case of serious illness during each semester of the long session of
the University and four days for each six weeks of the summer session. .4.
charge of $4.00 per day will be m¿de to students who must remain in the
hospital beyond the above mentioned periods of time.
Â

maximum

t0
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derrt fee of í12,7f each semesrer, excepr srudents
residing in Law_
yers Inn, whose student fee.shall'U.
S.jZ.ió. A student who is not
earning residence credit.will pây a
¡.". ilìáji.",
I.* srr¡denr is.required to pay g$i-r"girirrrior,
I p.r-r.*.rr., anð,7J cenrs Der
:_1:l
summer session ro be used in the-interäs.
of tt. Suã;;r'B*^;rä:
ciation. A locker fee of 91 p.r".*.rr.rcenrs per summer
session is collected at the tirnl of r.girtr"tiori
^"a'zS
rn"
r""¿r'ir"-'ìrr.rå
fees become a parr of the Studenriár"
iî"¿.
Tbe Líbrury Deþosìt is the same as in the
Day Division.
Pøytnen.t of Accounts. Tuition and
other fees are payable at the
beginning of each semester or summer session,
but arrangements
may be made wirh the Cashier of the Unive.rijy
,o p"y i"'i"rlrii

for a small carrying charge. A charge of
Ei i, *"d. f;;
of r"co,rátrj""a
is
made for late
"" "t"rgã^-ãi'r¡
reglstrâtron.
ments
I,at1

ealment

Tuition Fees. It a srudenr should matriculare
ùcnool
ot -of
Lav¡ and. for-a good.reason, be unable to attend
"-!tf,on/

in the
"l.r*r,
marricu_

all of his fees e*cept $2t.0õwiil be
Iares but leaves thË university within

*f""å.¿ir a srudenr
,rr. ri*ìme weeks after the
first day of registration_of a semest;;;;r;;., session,
one_half of
his ruition r.,ã f.e, wi' be ,.f";ã."il;;;
ìie third week no re_
funds are allowed. Refunds
honorable dis_
".. "ll*.J-ãrrlr'rnon
rnissal by the.Dean of the School
L;;;;d
årrrt
b.,;;ii.d;;.
---'
at the dare of wirhdrawal. "f
Gn¡puarr DlvrsroN
The fees for graduate courses are ser forth on

page

42 infua.

.{uplrons

of the Srate Bar of Texas or graduates of an approved
without examination or credit will be
lT_.::l*t.taking-c-ourses
cnarged
a tee of $21 per hour. This fee is payable
i" "¡".";;;;J
is not refundable. úrrd..g."drr"* ;;;'rrãi p.r_lrred
to audit
Members

courses.

AIDS AND A\TARDS TO STUDENTS
SCHOLARSHIPS

L¡,v Scnoor,

ScHora,nsrr¡ps. The scholarships listed below
arc
in the school of r"*.lo maintain a superior
their law school work r"d *ho
,r..¿lidJ;"ì;ì

evailable to students

record

in

¿ssistance. Preference

¡

similar degree.

is given to applic.its"".'i.,
*fr" fr"iJ

.h";î;;
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The Rbeø Memorial Scholørsbìp, established by friends of the l¿te
\ø. A. Rhea, first member of the faculty of the School
of Law. A principal contributor to the fund was Mr. Lee J. Taylor
of the Dallas Bar. Stipend varies according to need and funds

Professor

available.

Tbe Colze Enilotued Scbolørsbip, established by r gif.t of $12,f 00
from Mr. and Mrs. Rosser J. Coke of Dallas. Annual stipend $100.
Tbe Dølløs Løtuyers' Viues Clu.b Endowed' Scholarshiþ, estab-

by a gift of $12,t00 from the Club. Annual stipend $500.
The Gohlen Scbolørsbip, established by Hawkins \Ø. Golden,
Class of 1930. Funds are still being added to the principaf and
for the present no awards are being made.
The Annie Morris Løw Scbolarsbiþ, established by a gift of
gt,000 from the late Mrs. Annie Morris Anderson for the Purpose
of aiding worthy young students of law. Annual stipend $200.
Erin Bain Jones Endorued, Scbolarshiy', established by a substantial gift from Mrs. Jones, a member of the first graduating class
(1928) of the School of Law. The income is available for award
lished

to

second and third-year students.

Tba SMU Scbool ol Laru Deueloþment Fu.nd' makes available
each year substantial sums to provide scholarship aid for second
and third-year students with creditable scholastic records who
demonstrate need for full or partial tuition grânts.
The following alumni and law firms have made gifts
velopment Fund for scholarship awards in 1959-60.

I.

to the

de-

Glenn Tulner,'28, a tuition and fee scholarship of. 572t.

A. Kilgore,'32, a tuiúon and fee scholarship of. $725,
Vilton V. Fai.r,'47, a scholarship of 9600.

lømes

Robert G. Storey, a scholarship of 9600.
Ritchie, Ritcbie td Croslønd (Robert F. Ritchie, '41, and J.

'40) a scholarship of 9600.
f aclzson Valklr, Vinsteatl, Cantwell el M¡ller of

V.

Crosland,
arship

Dallas, a schol-

of g60o.

Rødford A. Byerly,'32, a scholarship

of

gf 7f

.

Robert E. Ilorøberger,'41, a scholarship of 9t00.
Robert P. Amøclær,'31, a scholarship of çloo.
E. Tøylor Arntstrong, '31, a scholarship of gf 00.

Vitts,

Geary, Hømilton €6 Brice

of Dallas, a scholarship of

$f 00.
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Alfred E. McLøne, '41, a scholarship of g100.
Leachmøø, Gørdere, Akìn 6 porter, a scholarship
The Føculty

$f00

of tbe

School

of g600.

of Løw, three Faculty Scholarships of

each.

Nøtionøl Law Scholørsbips. A substantial number of National
Law Scholarships are available each year ro selecr graduares of
accredited colleges who have been accepred in the firl-year clrss.
Awards are made on a comperitive basis with weight being given
to scholastic records, characrer and apparent promis'e foruoõcãss in
the law. Each scholarship carries a stìpend of $Zzs which covers
all tuition and fee charges for the academic year. Funds for these
scholarships are provided in the School of Law Budget.
-lished
-Tbe Judge Scbolørsbiþs, The Judge Scholarship Fund estabby Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Ju_dg.e in-honor of their parenrs provides for one or more tuition scholarships for outstandirrg ,t.rdirrt,
to be chosen from nominations submiited by the Deaãs of the
School of Business Administration, rhe Schooi
the School of Law.

.Students entering law school are eligible

of

Engineering and

ro compete for

these

scholarships.

Inquiry concerning any of. the scholarships listed above should
to Chairman, Scholarship Committee, School of Law.
GeNsn¡L Scuolensrræs. Students i¡ the School of Law who
do not hold the A.B. or other bachelor's degree are eligible for
scholarships administered by the University Committee on-Scholarbe addressed

ships. These include the following:

. Uniuersity Scbolørshìþs, which are awarded auromarically to rhe
highest ranking studenrs in the various schools of the University.
In estimating rank.the Commirtee considers the entire Universiiy
record.of the app-licant. Holders of University Scholarship,
granted parr or full tuition in accordance with ïheir need
"..
tir"
"åd

funds available.

-Und,ergrød.aate-Scholørsltlps, which are awarded, if funds permir
needs of University Scholars are mer, to srudenrs whã have
completed _one year in Southern Methodist University with a satis-

after the

f.actory scholastic record and who have a deûnite'need for aid.
Though preference is given ro rhe student having the highest
schoJastic ranking, the Committee's policy is to help .,
-.rr¡i d.-

serving students as irs resources

will allow.

T..øYerne Noyes Scbolørshì.þs, ñve

each year

or more in number, are available

to students who are citizens of the United

Srates and

Y
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either were engaged in and honorably discharged from the
"ylitqty
service of the-United States in \Øorld \Øar I or are descended by
blood from one who so served. These scholarships have a value up
to $321 per semester. They were established by the estate of the
late LaVerne Noyes of Chicago, Illinois, in L937,
Corespondence concerning the University, Undergraduate, and
L¿Verne Noyes Scholarships should be addressed to the Director of
Scholarships, Southern Methodist University.
REcur¡T:oNs. All scholarships are credited towerd the student's
tuition charges and fees. Holders of scholarships are required to cooperate in ihe observance and enforcement of University regulations and are expected to devote their full time to their college
studies. Permission to engâge in outside emPloyment during the
school year must be obtaittéd in advance. Scholarship holders are
required to maintain the academic record necessary for- continuance
in good standing in the School of Law. No one may hold more th¿n
one schol¿rship at a time.

LOANS
Loans are avail¿ble to deserving students in any school of, the
University who are in need of tnancial assistance ¿nd who have
a scholasiic average equal to the minimum average required for

in the particular

school. They are made ordin¿rily only
\Øallace T¿xis
and the Blanche M. Taxis funds are available for personal necessities. Students needing loans may obtain application blanks from the
Dean of Students.

graduation

Íor tuition and feìs, but loans from the \Øilliam

The Law School maintains a separate loan fund from which loans
are made to students in their second or third year. Such loans are
rrsually limited to amounts needed for tuition.
PRIZES

The Senior Scbolarsbip Medø\. Mr. J. \Øoodall Rodgers of the
Dallas Bar presents each year a handsome gold medal to the member of the graduating class who has maintained the highest over-all
âverage for the three years.
The Dallas Lawyers' \Øives Club makes a cash award of 9100
to an outstanding student in the second year class, The award is
based on scholarship and need.

The law firm of Carrington, Johnson, and Stephens presents
gold watch to the outstanding student in the first year class.
The Bureau

of National Âffairs

â

awards e ye¿r's subscription to

The School
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United States Law \Øeek to the graduating senior who has shown
the greatest improvement in scholarship in his third year.

The Vernon Law Book Company presents annually a set of
Vernon's Annotated Texas Statutes to the student editor of the
Southwestern Law Journal who makes the outstanding contribution
to the Journal, both quality and quantity considered.
The firm of Thompson, Knight, \Øright and Simmons gives each
of 9100 to the student editor who writes the best
original comment published in the Law Journal.
year a cash award

The firm of Turner, Atwood, \Øhite, Mclane and Francis gives
etch yeat two cash awards of $t0 each to the two students who
prepare the best recent case notes

for the Lav¡ Journal.

The Lawyers Title Insurance Company gives each year a

cash

9100 and a certificate to a graduating senior "for excellence in the law of real property." The award is based on the highest
weighted averâge for 1z or 14 hours in the following courses:
Property I and II, Land Titles, Family Law and Community Property
and Property Security.
award

of

The ûrm of Ray and Flammonds gives each year a cash award
the class in T¿xation who prepares the
best original paper on a subject to be ¿pproved by the Professor of
that course.
The firm of Kilgore and Kilgore gives each year a cash award of
g100 to the member of the class in Oil and Gas who prepares the
best original paper on a subject to be approved by the Professor of
that course.
The firm of Butler, Binion, Rice and Cook gives each year a
cash award of g100 to the member of the class in Insurance who
prepares the best original paper on a subject to be approved by the

of $roo to the member of

Professor

of that

course.

The American Society of Composers, .A.uthors and Publishers con-

ducts eâch year the Nathan Burkan Memorial Competition. The
writer of the best paper submitted by a student in the Law School
on some subject dealing with Copyright Law is awarded a prize of.
$150. A pÅze oÍ 950 is given for the second best paper. The best
paper is entered in the national competition where an award of
g500 is made for the outstanding essay.

The Texas Association of Plaintiffs' Attorneys awards each year
a g100 prize for the best comment in the fields of Torts or Vorkmen's Compensâtion law.

Student Organizations and

Activities

jt

The Arthur A. Everts Trophy is awarded each year during
to the winning counsel in the Senior Class Club

Lawyers \Øeek
Argument.

The Vernon Law Book Company donares ro each of the three
winners in the Senior Case Club Argument a choice of any one
volume texrbook published by the Cõmpany.

The Dallas firm of \Øynne and Vynne has presenred ro the
of Law a beautiful bronze plaque on which^is inscribed each
year the name of the student who is ihe. most outstanding in Moot
Court Comperition. The ú.rm also makes a cash award oi $too to
the winning student.
Mr. Russel M. B¿ker of the Dallas Bar has presented to the School
of Law a beautiful bronze plaque on which is inscribed each year
the names of the members of the winning team in the First Year
Moot Court Competition.
'fhe Bancroft-\Øhitney Company awards each year to the student making the highest'three-year-average, a copy of Volume 3lA
'I'exas
Jurisprudence (Oil and Gas).
Bound reprints, of selected ropics from American Jurisprudence
are presented by the publishers to the student writing the beit examination paper in each of the following courses: Administrative Law,
4g.¡.y, Bailments (Personal Propõrty), Bankruptcy (Creditors
Righæ), Bills and Notes, Corporatiäns,'óánflict of ïais,'Constitutional Law, Contracts, Equity, Evidence, Insurance, Labor Law,
Mortgages (Security), Pleading (Procedure II), Taxation and
School

Trusts.

Law students are also eligible ro compere for the R. E. L. Saner
in Oratory, a gold watch offered annually in a contest begun
by the late R. E. L. Saner, LL.D., of Dallas.

14,wa¡d

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AND
ACTIVITIES
The Southwesterø Løa loarøal is a legal periodical published
quarterly by the Southern Methodist Univeisity School of iaw and
the Southwestern Legal Foundation.

. Each issue of the Journal conrains leading arricles on important
legal matters; coûrmenrs on topics of curient interest; ,rôt., on
c¿ses of significance which have been recently decided; and a book
review section. \Øhile the Journal does nor limit itself ro mâtters
concerning the Southwest, it endeavors to review all significant de-

7
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in the law in the courrs of Louisiana, New Mexico,
Oklahoma and Texas.
. The.Journal is operated by an elected Editor-in-ChieÍ, aManaging Editor, three Associate Editors, a Business Managér and tñe
Senior Editorial Board. Candidates for the Board ¿re selãcted on rhe
basis of scholarship from the second year class. Those candidates
velop_ments

to do effective legal research and writing
to membership on the Editorial Board and from thii

who exhibìt an ability
are elected

group the officers are selected.

Clinic. In cooperation with the Dallas Legal Aid
- Tbe Legøl AidCity-County'Velfare
Society
Board, the School opãrote, a
ryd the
Legal Aid Clinic under rhe supervision of a Faculty DireËtor. For
this work the School maintains a suite of student óffi"., in Florence Hall and secretariâl assistance. Local civil cases are cleared to
the Clinic through the City-County Velfare Board, while cases

from out of the counry come by referral from odrer legal
*by aid
clinics and societies. Selecrcd studenrs are also appointed
the
Criminal District Cour.t Judges ro assisr court appointed artórneys

in defending criminal

cases. The srudenrs interviãw the clients and
prepâre_the papers and work as assistants to the attorneys of record
when the cases reach the litigarion stage. In some civil cases the
judge allows the srudenrs ro assist in presenring the case in court.
'Ihis work is open to second and third-year rtoã"ntr.

The S. M. U. Student Bar Associøtion., composed of all srudents
School, has as its general purpose .the promotion of the
interests of the student body. The Association conducts forums at
which leaders in public and professional life discuss topics of current interest, and it also sponsors a social function each semester.

in the

The Order of the Voolsach is ¡ School of Law scholastic honor
society to which not more than the highest ten per cent of each
graduating class may be elected by vote of the ficulty.

Tl¡e Barristers, a general service organization of ûfreen law students elected on the basis of scholarship and leadership, has as its
purpose to undertake various projects for rhe beneût of the l¡w
students and the School.
Tbe Aduocat¿s is an organization composed of all students residing in the Lawyers Inn. It holds dinner meerings to which prominent lawyers and judges are invited for addresses on interesting
legal topics. It also maintains an acrive inrerest in the social welfare

of all

residents,

The Senior Cøse Club is composed of six third-year law srudenrs
selected each year by the faculty on rhe basis of scholastic achieve-

Admission

to the

Bar
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ment and efiectiveness in oral Presentation to serve as counsel in a
moot case argued on Lawyers' Day. The case is heard and decided,
on the basis of printed briefs and oral argument, by the Supreme
Court of Texas, invited to the University annually for the occesion.
Tbe Regìønøl' Moot Court Conþetition is held each November.
Law Schools from Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas and New

Mexico are eligible to compete, Prominent lawyers and judges serve
as judges in tlie preliminary and final rounds. The three rePresentâtives of this law school ¿re chosen in ¿ series of Moot Court arguments held in October. This competition is a part of the National
Moot Court Competition sponsored by the Association of the B¿r of
the City of New York. The winners of the Regional Competition
go to the finals in New York City.
The Støte lanior Bar Moot Coart Camþetition is held each June
as a part of ihe ¿nnual convention of the State Bar of Texas. This
is an appellate moot court competition betv¡een the law schools of
Texas. "ihe question always deais with a moot point of Texas law.
The three reiresentatives of this law school are chosen in a series of
moot court ¿rguments held in April and May. The school represented by the winners receives a beautiful engrâved plaque from
the sponsors, The State Junior Bar of Texas.

The Fìrst Year Moot Court Comþetition is held each March by
the Student Bar Association as part of its program to aid first year
students in their introduction to the law. All first ye¿r students are

eligible for the competition. The participants brief and argue a
moot point of Texas law encountered in the fitst year faw courses.
The winners get their names inscribed on the Russell M. Baker
plaque.

Chapters of two nationel legal fraternities have been established
at the School-the John Hemphill Senate of Delta Theta Phi and
the Roger Brooke Taney Chapter of Pi Alpha Delta. Alpha Psi
Chaptei of the Kappa Beta Pi Internationel Legal Sorority is active
for the beneût of women students.

ADMISSION TO THE BAR AND
PLACEMENT OF GRADUATES
ADMISSION TO THE BAR
,{.dmission to the Bar in Texas is controlled by rules of the Supreme
Court and examinations given by the State Board of Law Exami¡erc
in Austin.

To be cligible for these ex¿minations, the student must be a citiz€!

t8
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Texas and of the United Srares, musr have resided in the State
Texas for not less than twelve monrhs prior ro the date of the
examinarion, must have}rad three years (90 semester-hours) of col-

lege work ar rhe rime he began ihe study of law and musr have
pursued his law studies for a period of not less than 22 months in
a full-time law school, or 36 months in a parr-rime law school.
The school arrended musr be one approved by the Supreme Court.
"No candidate shall be permitted to take the Bar examinarion ar
the same time that he is registered as a student in a law school, unless such candidate abeady enjoys an LL.B. degree from an ,pprov.d
law school." (Rules Governing Admission tã the Bar of ïexas).
Three examinarions are given each year, beginning on the first
Monday in March, the fourth Monday in Juneãnd th"e first Mondav
in October. For the course of study prescribed and the rules golr..rr'ing the examinations, address Secretary, State Board of Lawïxam_
iners, Austin, Texas.
The curriculum of the School of Law covers all the subjects
on which the bar examinarions are based.
. The rules of_ the Supreme Court require that every person intending- to study-law in_ Texas shall, within 30 days-after beginning
such- study, file with the Board of Law Examiners in ,A,ùstin, ã

"declaration

of intention to study law" showing his educational
of a preliminary character exami-

¿ttainments and the completion

nation. \Øhile graduates of the School of Law, Southern Methodist
University and ¿ll orher schools approved by the American Bar
Association are exempt_ from the requiremenr it is suggested that
entering studenrs comply with the requiremenr. The necãisary forms
are sent to successful applicants for admission ar rhe rime äf th.i,
acceptance to the Schoõi of Law.

PLACEMENT OF GRADUATES
The School of Law, recognizing its obligation to aid irs graduâres
in securing legal positions, has established a placement Odce, with
a member of the faculty serving as Director. This ofice conracts
potential employers and directs graduares toward suirable job

opportunities.

without

Its

services are available

expense and they are urged

to graduates at all dmec

to regisier with the Director.

V_
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Degrees Conferred

DEGREES CONFERRED
BACHELOR OF LA\øS

August, l9tZ
Arthur John Kane. Jr.

Bernett Maurice Goodsteln
8.4., Universlty of Texas

B.B.Ä., Unlve¡sitY of Mlnnesota

trohn Bernard Nelson

Robert Eugene Hilton
8.â.., Unlversity of Dayton

8.A.., Augustana College

January,1918

Sebron Jerry Houghton,

Charles John Baldree

8.4., Washlngton and Lee Unlvetslty

III

June,19l8
Charles Cantrell Aldridge
B.B,A., Southe¡n Methodist Unlversity
G€orge Reed Alexander, Jr.
B.B.À., Southern Methodist Universlty

John Allison Bailey
B.B.A., Soutltern Methodist
Jâmes Anthony Bake¡
B.B.A., southern Methodist
Lee Mac Barron
B.B.A., Southern Methodlst
Doyle Burton Berry
B.B.A., Southern Methodist
Willlam 1'homas Blackburn
.A'.8., Hendrlx College
James Taylor Blanton

Universlty
Universlty

Unlversity
University

B.B.A., Southern Methodist University

James Eclwln Bock

William Franklin Bowles
B.B.A., Texas Agricultural and Mechanical
College

Julius Carl Calhoun

8.A.., Southern Methodist Universlty
Robert William CallowaY

B.B.A., Southern Methodist Universlty
Leland Wayne Carte¡
8.S., University of Tulsa
Frank David Coffey
Leland Latrill Coggan, Jr.

8..A., Texas Christian UniversitY
Thomas Gary Cole. Jr,
B.B.A., Southern Methodlst University
Donald Lee Bert Combs
8.S., Miami University (Ohio)
M.S., cåse Institute of Technology (Ohio)
Robert Coleman Cox
B.B.A.. Soulhern Methodist Unlversity
LL.B., University of Kansas CitY
Wiuiam David Cox. Jr,
B.B.A., southe¡n Methodist University
George Bouldln Davis

8,4., University of
8,4., Southern Methodlst

Robert llcìwin Davls

Texas

University

Walter Richard Davis
B.B.A., Southern Methodist Unlversity
Donnie Maxrvell Dean
8.4,, Texas Technotogical College
Forrest Lynn Estep. Jr.
B.B.A., Texas' Agricultural and Mechanica-l
Otto

College

D, Ferriu, Jr.

B.B.A., Southern Methodlst Unlverslty
Donald Elton Fisher, Jr.
8.S.. Universtty of P¡ttsburgh

M.L,, Untverslty of Pittsburgh

BiUy Dean Gillentine

B.B.Ä., 1'exas'Iechnologlcal College
John Richard Gowân
8.4., Southern Methodist Unlverslty
Don Charles Grove
B.

U.4., Soulhern Methodlst Unlverslty

Paul Robert Hambrlghl:

8.4.,

Henderson State Teachers College

Bobby Edward Hellman
8.S., Midwestern University
James Walter Hughes

B.B.A,, M.S., North Texas State College

Bllly Carroll Hunter

Robert Watson Jack
8.S., University of Michigan
Ned James
8.S., Texas chrlstlan UnlversitY
Carroll Erskine Jarnagin
John Cooper Klmbrough
B.B.Á., Southern Methodlst University
Henry Burrell Kirby
I].4., Soullìern Methodist Unlversity

William Conrad Koons

B.B.A., Southern Methodist University

tr'¡ank Thomas Kuntz

James Weaver Leftwich
8.S., Southern Methodist University
M.H.P.E.R., North Texas State College
Maìcolm Huntley Levin
8.4., New York State University

Maxine Timberlake McConnell
8.4., Soulhern Methodist University
Marshall Storey Mccrea, Jr.
B.B.A., SoutheûÌ Methodist University
John Hess McElhaneY
B.B.A., Soulhern Methotlist Universil"y
John Jerry Merchant
8.4., Southern Methodist Unlversitv

Don luerrimon Mtlrdoch

B.B.A., Southern Methodist Unlversity

Be¡t Acker Nelson

Arthur Eugene O'Connor
B.B.A., Southern Methodist Universlty
Eugene Bruce PflughauPt
E}.S., Northwestern University

Robert Harris Power
Kenneth Eugene Ratcliff
B.B.A., 'Iexas Western
EdwaÌd Price Ross, IIl
8..A'., Rice Institute

Lloyd Gilbert Russell
4.8., Baylor University
Kenneth Baya¡d Samuels

4.8., Princeton

C¡ollege

UnlversltY

The School of Law

6(l
Clalrenne Allensworth S¿rnbo¡n

Morton Lee Susman

8.Á'., Texas Wesleyan College
M.4., Netlonâl University of Mexlco
John Rlchard Sanderson
B.B.À., Southern Methodlst Universlty

B.B.A,, Southern Methodist Unlverslty
Thomas Milburn Sweeney
8.4., Southern Methodlst Unlverslty

David túelvin Tlrey
John Junior Toney

Wolfgang Georg Scholz
8.4., Jesuit College (Gemany)
LL.B,, University of Erlangen (Germany)
Elarry Reed Shawver, Jr.

B.B.A., Texrs Agrlcultural and Mechanlcal
College
Carl Albert Skibell
B.B.A., Universlty of Texas
Bllly Joe Smith
B.B.A,, Southern Methodist University

Eugene Loyd Smlth

B.B.A., Southern Methodlst Universlty

8.S., Purdue Universlty
Robert Allan Watson
B.S,C., Texas Chrlstian Unlversity

Neal Byam Wheeler

8.4., Texas Chrlstlan University
8.4., Texas Christian Universlty
James Edward Whittlesey
8.4., Southern Methodlst Universlty
Farreu Patrick Whelan

Davld Martln tffoolley
Norman Arnold Zable

MASTER OF LA\øS
June,19f8
Jullan Mllton Meer
B,B.A,, Universlty of Texas

LL.B., Universlty of

Texas

Tlìesls: "A Sertes of Law Revlew Artlcles on
the Federal and Texas Securltles Laws,'

MASTER OF LA\øS

IN OIL AND GA,S

LA,\ø

June,19f8
Wallace Gordon Mal.one
8.4., Unlverslty of Arkansas
LL.B., Unlverslty of Arkansas
Thesis: "The Evolution of Shut-In Royalty Law,'

MASTER OF LÁ,\øS IN COMP.A,RATIVE LA\ø
June, l9f8
Abdallah Samuel Adelo

4:.!, l-{orlhweqtern- Untverslty
_,- LL.g., University of Notre Dame
Sldney K. Adler
l3.4., LL.B., Unlverslty of Colorado
Darlo_Campillo Mesa
Doctor of Law, Antloqula Unlverslty
-- Ll,.M.,
Miguel
Augusto de los Heros
LL.B., Catholic University
Gordon Ian Farquhar
_ E.-4,, LL.B., Dalbousle Universlty
Donald Rlchard F.ox
unlversity of chlle
-- .LL.P.,
Efector
Raut Gârcla Leos
LL.B., Universidad Nacional Autonoma de
Mexico
Rlchard Wright Hogeland
8,4., Universlty of Oklahoma
LL.B., Southern Methodist Unlversity

Alejandro Emlllo Legarda Jararnlllo
LL.B., Universitt of cuayaqutl
Claudio Bêrnardino li.ivadavia-NÂvell
LL.B., Universtty ot coidõ¡a
Javler Oreamuno Robinson
LL.B., Universidad de Costa Rica
Àugusto Éodriguez f,aireia----LL.B., University of Buenos Alres

patrick Sénter Russeü. Jr.
8.S., Universtty oi Houston

LL.É., Southein Methodisi'Unlverstty

Mario Salínas Zalles
LL.B., universidad Mayor de san Andres
Efrai¡n Tórres Anclradã
LL.B., Universidad Libre de Bogota

Jose Manúet Vllanot,á
Doctor of Law, Ùnlverstty

of

Buenos Aires

6t

Degrees Conferred
Llu

Mustafe Remzl Bucak
L,I!.B,, Schoot of Law of Istanbul
Chalaw Chamoraman

K$'elclrow Unlvetrslty

Pak

of Law of Tokyo lrâperlal

LL,B,, Tltammasart Unlverslty

Laurent Cossman
Llcence en drolt de
Kazuo tr.ujtt

I'

Raptls
of Athens

Unlverslté de l,ausanne

LL.B.. Tokyo Unlverßlty
Afzal Ul tlaque
8,4,, uL.B., Dacca Unlverslty

of Manlla

ol

Amurtur Narayan JaYaram
8.s,. Central college, Bangalors
B.L.: Government Law College

Blsar
Ernest
-

Yon Thlrakul

Unlverslty

Law,

ol MllÊ¡

LL,B., LL.M.'
LL,M., Yonsel Unlverslty

Dhammasat Unlverslty

Joon Mo Yang

KUU

Docto,r Utrlusque Jurl5, Heldelberg Unlver8lty

HONORS

Møgnø Cam Løwde
Edgar Erîest KUU

Jose Manuel Vllanova

Cam Latùe
John Allkon BalleY
Gordon latt Farquhar

Davld Martln ïVoolley

Augusto llodrlgu€z I¿lÎeta
Eì¡gen6 Loyd Smtth

ORDER OF THE \TOOLSA.CK
Cless

of

June, 19f8

wtnlam Conrad Koons

John Alllson Balley

James Weaver Leftwlch
Eugene Loyd Smlth

Ilobert rti/üUam Calloway
Donnle MaxweII Dean

Davtd Martln Woolley
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Summary
Prairie View A&M College ---.
Þunjá¡ univeisitv tÞatiltani--,-.,,..,.-..
Queen's Unlversity (Canada) -----------Ranger Junior College .-.---.--..---...-....---.
Regis College
Rice InsLitute
Ripon College
sä. Ám¡"oiõ coltese

,--,.,

-

..--..--.-,--.-

1
1
1

University (Japa¡)-Junior College -----,-,---Trinity University

1
1

Tulsa, University of
Tyler Junior College
United States Coast Guard

4
4

United States Military Academy -..-.United States Naval Academy .-----..-"-,
Universidad Central (Venezuela) -.-.Universidad Central (Ecuador) --------.Universidad de Buenos Aires
(Brazil)
Universidad de Chile (Chile) -"..-..-.--.

1

2

1
1
4

Soochow University (China)

1

--...------.

-...

1
2

-.-.---..

Sophia Universily (Japan)
1
1
South Dâkota University
,-,-.Missouri
State
College
1
Southeast

Southeâstern State College --------- ----,,-- 1
Southern California, University of. ---- 4
Southern Illinois University -------------,-, 1
Southern Methodist University -..-..----245
Southem State
1
.,.. 4
South, University
,-----,-, 1
Southwest Missouri State
Southwest Texas State Teachers
College

1

Southwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary

Southwestern
southrvestern
Southweslern
Soulhwestern

Junior Collefle

Louisiana r.iÁtituté-'--,-

Medical School
University

-

------,---.-

1
1
1

4
1
2

Syracuse University

ãí-"ãïî"ifé'"ii;-(stiiã)

.,-..",...,,,.. ..-.

Tarìclon State College
Teheran Univcrsity (Irân)

..-.--.--.-..----

Temple University

of Arts & rndill;ìö.-

1
2
1

2

.

Tulane University

Academy

Nâcional

Academy

2
2

1

West Virginia Wesleyan College -,---,,- 1
Westminster College --,------,----".--,".--".----- 1
West Texas State Couege --,-,-----,,,-.--- 5
Wheaton College .--..-.,.,,..,----.^-.."---...------ 2
Wisconsin, University of ------,---,--,,--.---- 1

Yale University

,_-

-..

1

1
1
2
1
Virginia Polytechnic Institute ----....---- 2
ViÌginia, University of ,-------------------- 3
Washington & Lee University --,. -,- --- 7
Washington University (Missouri) ---, 2
Washington, University of ---.- ------------ 2
Wayne University ----------------.---,-,---,------- 1
Webster Clty Junior College -----------,-- 1
Wentworth Military Academy -,--"------- 1

-------,-------,--,,-....-----------,-

.

1958

Division
?o

Evening Divislon
40
34

tr'ourth Year
A,uditors & Specials

of the Americas
of American Law

1

1

Universidad Pontificia
Bolivariana (Colombia) .--.--.--.-.....---Utah, University of -..---.--,-.....,----,.--.---.
Vanderbilt UniVersity ---,-----------------------VirginiaMilitary Institute,.--,"--,....-.--.

Day

Law

1

de

(Colombia),-.-.------.----.-..----

FALL SEME.STER,

---,---

1

Unlversidad de Nuevo Leon ,,---------.."-- 2
Universidad de Sao Paulo

SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENT

Second Year

1
1
38

u1

2

..

Corrãce

-------..---..--------

Texas Technological CoÌlege ---.-.....---Texas, University of .------.--....-.----..-...- a2
Texas Wesleyan College ---------------------Texas Westem College --.-.........-,....----T'hammsat, University of

--.--------------

Schreiner Institute
Seviile, University of LSpain)
Shinhung University

ieiãÃ

6J

Texas Christian University . -------...Texas State College for Women -,-,.---

San

Sàn Ànîonio Collãge,-,-,,..,-...-..--.---.---.,-,
San Jose Stale College
School of Law & Economics

(Israel)

Tennessee, University of
Texarkana College
Texas A&M

1
1
2

St. Peter's College .-..,-...-.---..,Sànø lomaÀ, uiiversity of -..--..,-.-.-.
Sam Houston State Teachers
College
San A.ngelo College

1
1
1

(Canada)

Antonio

Enrollment

1

St. Edward's University
St. Francis Xavier University
St. Mary's University of

of

77
74

:

3

T

ì

